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ABSTRACT
PERCEPTION AND EVALUATION OF SPACIOUSNESS IN INTERIOR
SPACES
Çiğdem Demirors
M.F.A in Interior Architecture 
Supervisor! Prof. Dr. Mustafa Pul tar 
January, 1974
Man and Built-Environment studies have incre^ased rapidly 
in recent years, leading to a better understanding and 
eKamini^tion of the effects of different architectural
variables on the assessment of interior spaces. The aim of 
this thesis is to cxnalyse the effects of some of these 
factors, namely, room geometry, color, lighting, window, 
and furniture on the perception and evaluation of
spacioussness. These have been studied in the con text of 
man-environment interactions, based on the studies of 
well-known researchers of the field. In addition, two 
case-studies have been conducted to study the effects of 
furniture organization and lighting arrangements on the
iii
assessment of interior spaces in terms of spaciousness.
Keywords! Environmental behavior, Built environment, 
Spatial perception. Openness, Enc losedness, Sp^tciousness.
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ÖZET
iç MEKANI.ARDA FERAHLIK ALGILAMASI VE DEĞERLENDİRMESİ
Çiğdem Demirörs 
Iç Mimari Bölümü 
Yüksek Lisans
Tez yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Mustafa Pultar
Ocak, 1994
Mekanı oluşturan farklı etkenlerin mekanların 
değerlendirilmesindeki etkisini daha iyi anlamak ve 
incelemek için insan ve insan yapısı mekan üzerine yapılan 
çalışmalar son yıllarda oldukça artmıştır.
Bu tezin amacı, oda geometrisi, renk, aydınlatma, pencere 
ve mobilya gibi etkenlerin iç mekanların ferahlığının 
algılanmasına ve değerlendirilmesine etkisini
incelemektir. Bunun için insan-mekan ilişkileri 
çerçevesinde, bu alanda tanınmış araştırmacıların 
çalışmaları temel alınmıştır. Ayrıca, bu çalışmalardan 
elde edilmiş bazı sonuçları sınamak üzere, mobilya 
düzenlemelerinin ve aydınlatma biçimlerinin iç 
mekanlai'daki ferahlığın algılanmasına ve
V
değerlendirilmesine etkisini saptamak üzere iki deneysel 
çalışma yapılmıştır.
Anahtar sözcükler: Çevresel davı^anış biçimi. Yapısal 
çevre. Mekansal algılama. Açıklık, Kapalılık, li’erahlık.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 study of The Man-Built Environment
There is a growing interest on better understanding and 
utilisation of space in 20th century architectural design 
(Zevi, 1957). In order to achieve this goal some 
researchers studied broadly the built environment at the 
scale of interior sp)aces, through evaluating the effects 
of viirious independent variables on the variations of 
images and subjective visual impressions. Thus, in recent 
years attention has bee?n directed towards the empirical 
de? termination of the nature and ex tent of such effects on 
some visual impressions of interiors. One important area 
of inte^rest has been in the perception and evaluation of 
spaciousness in interior spaces.
The active process of perceiving and evaluating such 
qualities of the built environment are conducted within 
the context of man-environment interaction, in which 
interior space’s, man and behavior are considered as the 
three major comF)onents.
It can be stated that the overall study on spaciousness 
re?f e?rs d i rec 11 y to ;
1. Man.; BB regards perscDn-based variables.
2. Interior spaces; as regards functional and aesthetic 
as pec ts, an d re f e rs i n d i rec 11y to :
3. Bejhaviors; £^s regards types of behavioral outcomes 
With the mediation of individuals!,
all acting in the continuum of man-environment 
interchange.
1.2 Aims and Scope of the Thesis
The concern of this thesis is to deal with man-built 
environments, particularly at the scale of interior space 
through perceiving and evaluating one of its factor, 
namelv', "spaciousness. " Thus, the study is constructed in 
two main parts.
The firsiit part through a literature survey which provides 
a theoretical base for
a. a context in which the processes of perception and 
evaluation takes place (chapter 2) and
b. the £5ffects of some archi tectural variables on 
assessing spaciousness in interiors which has been studied
by various researchers throughout their earlier works, 
(chapter 3)
The ..second part, of this thesis aims at conducting two 
case studies in order to visually observe and experience 
the effects of, particularly two architectural variables; 
light and furniture by the help of the so known
Spaciousness.Crampedness Scale. One extension of the aim
of conducting the cast? studies is to support or contradict 
the hypotheses which have been reached out previously.
.T t h a s b e e n s t a t e ci t h a t.:
However, when the scales used and the 
subject population are held constant, 
differences nevertheless appear in scale 
scores and/or factor structures as a 
function of different stimuli. (Kasmar, 
1970; Kasmar, et.al., 1968; Moos, et.al,, 
1969; Seaton and Collins, 1972, all cited 
in Kaye and Murray, 1982, p.610)
Thus, a further aim of the case studies can be considered 
to be drawn to answer the question of what discrete 
differences between architectural spaces lead to different 
ratings and how these discrete manipulations of 
environmental variables can influence an individual's 
evaluation of an archi tec tural space?'?
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
2.1. Basic Concepts
The term "environment" which embraces some several 
pr'ocesses:
a. Perceiving and experiencing the built environment in 
the psyc ho1og ica1 sense.
b. Controlling and modifying the built environment
according to its physical attributes, or giving new 
meanings and uses, new shapes and appearances.(Ittelson, 
et. a 1 . , 1*774 )
c. Adaptation of human behavior to the alteration of the 
m a n ·■ - m a d e e n v i r o n m e n t.
These processes constitute topics of the relation between 
man and the built environment and are summed up by the 
words of Itte1son, et.a1.:
The environment is cognised as a set of 
mental images; mentijl images predispose 
the manner in which we interact with 
actual physical setting.(p.13)
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Physical settings, are formed by social and cultural 
attitudes (norms), resulting from .the intended purpose of 
the settings, the kind of pc-?ople who will use it, and what 
activities and outcomes will occur. Many researchers, in 
psychology and environmental design studies, define 
physical settings as " independent vavriables" which are 
the major factors influencing behavior. It is often 
declared that physical se?ttings are the "causes" of 
behavioral change, in the man-environment transaction. 
(Heimstra and McFarling, 1974; Ittelson, et.al., 1974; 
Altman and Christensen, 1990).
Accordincj to Heimstra and Me Farling (1974), the physical 
environment, in its broadest sense, connotes everything 
that surrounds a person. But if V'ie generalize, 
environmental psychologists divide the physical 
environments into two principaxl types which are parts of a 
continuum on a number of dimensions;
1. Man-built (man modified) Environment
2. Na tUral En v i ron men t
The environment is composed of subsystems like climatic 
conditions, cities, buildinejs, interior spaces, and so 
forth all interacting and influencing behavior. As 
behavioral scientists, Heimstra and McFarling state that:
;[ l: i. ÎD c:l i f f  i  c: u 11 „ i. f  n o i: i  m f.·)açr><h> i  1:) 10 ¡, to
i s o l a t e  one tevatüre o f  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t  
a n d <;*> t  Li ö y i  t  e f  f e c: 1: s o n h u m a n I:j e h a v i  o r 
w i  t h o u t  h a V i n g t  h 0 b e h a v i. o r m o c;l i  f  i  e d  ^ a t  
1 e a t  t  o s a m e e î î t e n 1: I::) y o t  h e r f  e a t  la r e s .  
( 1974s 5 )
F' ron”1 Iv. h i. r:r> f  o r * e g o  i .ng üü 1: a  t e ît)e n  t  i  t  c: a n  b e  c o n c  1 lac:led t  ha  t
whG?n stLAcJy ing  t he  re? 1 a t i . o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  man a n d t h e  b n i  1 1
e:·? n V :i. r o n m e  n i: r b  s  0 a  r c  h e  r· s  m la s  t c:: c:> n ;i. d e  r t  h e  e  r ) v  i  r  o  n m e  n t a  s  a
w h o 1 G? w i  1:11 i. i: iib v a r i a u. s  t  p e «b o f  f  e a t  u r e îib ,
Wha 1: i.î:;> mean t  by the I.:erm ' bui. ]. t  enviror)men t ' i s  t f i a t. i. t.
ha s  bG?0ri c:l 0 s i  g n ed an d f armg?d t cd 1 a rg g? d eg r"ee by man, i  n
w h i c: h 0 a c h I;:) b l-i c\ v i. o r o c: c: u i ■· gb i  r) la n i. ci li 0 w a y s  . ( FI e i, m gb t  r a and
II c F a I'·· .1 i  n g =, 19 7 4·) . I·“’ i  g u. i"' g? 1 i  1 1 u s  t  r a t  e bb t  h g? n a t  u r" g? g f  t h e
B 10 fT^ G? n i: BB o f t  h b  1:) u i 11  0 n v i. r a r ) n\ b  n t .
tinvi ronrnG?n t  
( p h y s i c a l  basİGB)
F' h y BB i  c:: a 1 0 n v i  r o n m e r) t
f
Natural
1
Man-made
Interior spaces
Rooms
Figure 1 Mature of the elements of the built 
environment
There, is a trarusition from general to specific; from 
environment to physical environment through built 
environment and finally to interior spaces as rooms.
Although some of the studies in theses types of physical 
settings seem to focus on the architectural and design 
aspects, it is obvious that the built environment has 
great potential for influencing our activities and use of 
space-through social, cultural and psychological norms.
Ittelson, et.al., (1974) qualify the complex nature of the 
built environment in terms of five general 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s:
1. The built environment is physical. An architect builds 
spatial boundaries around people to satisfy basic needs of 
the human body- (Ittelson, et.al., 1974, p.344)
2. The built environment is effective. It involves certain 
architectural variables (lifter they will be called as 
independent variables) in its spatial boundaries and these 
variables affejct the individual's use of sp>ace.
3. The built environment is functional- It is designed in 
different manners for the given tasks.
4. On a cognitive basis the built environment provides a 
continuum of meeanings, or messages, as to how it shall be
u s e d an d i n t e r p r e t. e d .
5. The built environment is social. It provides a base for 
social activities.
Ittelson, et.al. (1974) go on to states
It is precisely this comple;·: set of 
needs, attitudes, eKperiences, and 
choices that the built environment, 
beyond its obvious function of 
providing, shelter, is intended 
to serve. (1974, p.343)
The physical boundaries (physical aspects) of the built 
environment affect the perception of the spatial 
properties which influence patterns of behavior. Thus, the 
built environment is accepted as a variable factor; in the 
literature of the field of environmental psychology it is 
called "the stimulus".
There are two important sets of variables related to the 
b u i 11 e n V i r o n m e n t;
1. Independent variables. These are conditions or 
situations in which a person is behaving.
2. Dependent variables. These are the kinds of behavior 
that may vary with the indepcendent variables.
8
The independent variables are also divided into two 
categories within itself. The first category involves the 
structural features which contains all parts that are 
necessary for the completeness of the built environment 
such as the size and shape of rooms and buildings; 
arrangements of walls, corridors, and rooms; placement 
of doors and windows; external arrangements. The second
category refers to the more adaptable physical aspects 
of both a particular setting and ambient environments 
such as color scheme, furnishings and their arrangement, 
illumination, temperature, and noise. (Heimstra and 
McFarling, 1974).
The independent variables as a whole are considered to be 
the subjects of rese?arch conducted in relation between 
human bediavior and the built environment. These 
experimental research base their study on the information 
collected from the studied environment. The role of the 
Independent variables here is to affect and determine the 
information rate which causes certain emotional reactions 
in a person or in short affects the dependent variables. 
These reactions cause the person to approach or avoid 
that environment. The relation between information rate 
and behavior types is illustrated in Figure 2 in which 
situations that produce pleasure causes approach behavior 
to increase with the arousing quality of the environment 
whereas, in situations producing displeasure we expect
a v o i d a n c e  t : i e h a v i o r  t o  d e c r e a < 3 e  w i t h  t h e  a r o u s i n g  q u a l i t y  
o f  1 1 1 e  e  n  v  i  r  ■ o  n  m e  n  t .
Arousal
Figure 2 Combined effects of pleasure and arousal 
on apprDacI)··-avc:>idance behavior. (Mehrabian , .1.976,
p . 22 ) .
Environmental psychologists have developed a descriptive 
system to compare various interior spaces. The schematic 
explanation of this descriptive systtem with its various 
cQncep ts is i 11 u 131rated in Figure 3 .
The t6?rm "load" in F"igure 3 refers to the information rate 
of any built environment. Mehrabian (1976) defines an 
environment which has a high information rate as a high-
10
.1. o ad0 d 0 n V i  r"onme?r) t  j, an cj an 0 n v i  r-onm0 n t  whic h has a low 
in fo r m a t io n  r a te  as the loaded e n v iro n m e n t-
INFORMATION RATE 
(LOAD o f 1: h e I;.) u i 11. e r i v i r o n 0 n t ) 
Novelty i- Complexity
▼
High - loaded
(high level of UNCERTAINTY)
Low-1oaded
low level of UNCERTAINTY)
Figure 3 A descriptive system for the built 
environment
R' e s e a r c h e r s r a t e t h e 1 o a d o f b i.i i It e n v i r o n m e n t s i n
semantic: scales through some? desc:riptive adjective pairs
which are called "environmental descriptcsrEi. " Some of 
these ad j ec:: ti vc-? pai rs are as follows:
U n c e r t a i n -- c: e r t a in; v a r i e d -· redundant; c o m p 1 e k - s i m p 1 e;
ncDve 1- f  acmi 1 iar; large scralc3-smal 1 scale; contrasting- 
simi. 1 ar; dense-sparse; in termi 11en t -cC3n t inuous ;
surprising-usual ; heterogenecjus-homogeneous; crowded-
!.t n c: r o w d e d ; s y m m e t r i c a 1 - - a s y m m e t r i c a 1 (Me h r a b i a n , J. 976,
p.l2).
An environment which suits to many of the left-hand terms
.11
in these adjective pairs has a high load; the ones 
de’scribed mostly with the right-hand terms is low-load.
The term load can also be described as a combination of 
novelty and complexity features of an environment, since 
each of the descriptors relates to some aspects of these 
two dime?nsions. When an environment seems unfamiliar, 
probable, rare, surprising, unexpected or uncertain to the 
observer, it means that the environment has a high load or 
high level of uncertainty. Conversely, when an environment 
see?ms familiar or expected, it has a low load or low level 
of uncertainty.
Mehrabian also gives a definition for the term complexity:
The complexity of an environment has to 
do with how many elements, features, or 
c hanges i t con tains.(1976, p.13)
When the environment contains many elements or many 
varieties in its architectural features, then it has a 
high load or high level of uncertainty. The uncertainty of 
an environment derives from the feeling that the observer 
is trying to impose a meaning or pattern to that 
environment. This kind of environme’iit can be described as 
random, unpatterned, crowded rather than patterned or 
crowded.
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2.2 Theoretical Approaches to Interior Spaces! 
Relation Between Built Environment and Man
The
В I- Q a ci ;L у [: 11 e r  e 1 t  i  о n b e I: w e e n b u i. 11 e n v i  r о n m e n t
(1-3p0 c: i  f ic:a 1 1 у i.n (:e r · iо r  spac:es ) , man aг)d b e h a v io r  has bв en
t h0 cQ11 c:0 1"n о f IZnvi.r о nment··-Бehav i o r  s t u d ie s  in  i^“ec:ent
у 0 a I · r:ii „ 1' h e ;::i u. b. j e c I", s c.) f s L li d i. b s  i  n 11· i e E.‘ -  В c: a n t e x t a re  t h e
f g 1lowing s
1 . 1 n 10 1 " i. DI'·· Z) pac:es C.)b j ec: t  i  v f  ea tu r в s as f lanc t  i.оn a ]. and
a e 111 e i  i  c: a |:) e c t e> .
2 M a r i “· p 0 Г " c:) n -- base d v a r i a b l e s .
".iii. E{ 0 11 a V i  о I· “ В E? hi a v .1 о a 1 о u t  c a in e s a is t у p e s о f b e h a v i. сэ r s »
PROCESS 3
( o b j p c l i v e  f e a t u r e s )  
( i u n c l i o n a l  and 
a e s t h e t i c  aspect s)  
- c oi pp l e x i t y  of  i n t e r i o r s
( be h a v i o r a l  ou t p u t s )  
- approach b.  
- av oi dance b.
PROCESS 2
PROCESS 1
( person- based v a r i a b l e s )
- p e r c e p t i o n - c o g n i t i o n  
- s u b j e c t i v e  i mpressi ons 
- a f f e c t i v e  response 
( e w o l i o n s / f e e l i n g s )
- e v a l u a t i o n
- p r e f e r e n c e
Figure 4 Basic: process of the interacticin between 
i n tG? r i ar spac:c?s -- (nan - behaviсэr
As illustrated in the Figure 4, the whole interactiesns 
between these c-?lemerits can be studiecj in the form of threes
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process, nested each other. The first one refers to the 
relation between interior spaces and man. The second 
concerns man and his behavioral outcomes; the third is an 
indirect relationship between interior spaces and behavior 
in which man serves as an interval variable.
In the·interaction between interior spaces and man, man 
manipulates his milieu through mediations of his person- 
based variables and this gives him a degree of control. At 
the end of this alteration he is influenced by his own 
e?nvironmen t. This brincjs along the second process: the 
relation between man and his behavior as can be clearly 
seen in Figure 4. Concerning the interactions, Mehrabian 
(1976) states the followincj;
The person as an individual, 
psychological one has environmental 
properties. He is an environmental 
component and how he interacts with his 
setting hfilps determine the nature of 
that setting and its effect on his 
actions. The individual's relationship to 
his environment therefore, is a dynamic 
one. (1976, p.ll)
In order to understand the man-environment reciprocity 
better, present day researchers study this field together 
with V£U"ious features of architectural spaces and personal 
variables. These functional and ae?sthetic aspects of space 
(such as color, lighting, furniture arrangement and so on) 
refers to the features of architectural spaces that aid
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the spatial understanding and provide cues for additional 
learning about interior spaces (S. Kaplan, 1975,, cited in 
O'neill and Jasper, 1992!). These features of architectural 
spaces and personal variables are the major factors (or 
important cues) for the linkages between all processes in 
the reciprocity of man and his environment.
From the foregoing, it can be stated that person-based 
studies based on eKplanatory and theoretical standpoints 
are collected in cognitive representations and make use of 
environmental and personal factors that ma>' be relevant to 
spatial cognition in the man-environment interaction 
(O'neill and Jasper, 1992). Thus, the process of man- 
environment interchange begins with spatial-cognition in 
which environmental preference (or subjective impressions) 
is a predictor of results coming from evaluation of 
spaces. (Kaplan, 1975, 1977, Quoted in O'neill and Jasper, 
1992, p.429). According to Rushton "spatial behavior, 
€=);:actly as any other behavior, is determined by 
preferences only." (Quoted in O'neill and Jasper,1969, 
p.400). An observer's responses through cognitive 
representation which is defined as the amount of 
knowledge of the? features of the environment has an 
influc-?nce on spatial behavior.
Through affective response, a type of emotional response 
in person-based variables, man alters and modifies the
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•features of interior spaces. Ely changing the visual 
dimensions, any desired atmosphere in that space can be 
created ¿ind the atmosphere becomes the sole predictor of 
human behavior. (Heimstra and McFarling, 1974).
According to O'neill and Jasper (1992), decision making on 
the features of interior spaces is held through emotional 
responses of individuals. He refers to Rushton's research 
methodologv' and says that:
...decision behavior is evaluated by 
eKamining se'ts of choices between 
alternatives rather than through the 
approach taken by gravity model 
researches, in which descriptive 
statistics are used to predict spatial 
behavior in a system. (1992, p.419).
It can be said that an assessment of features of interior- 
spaces can be made through man-environment interchange, 
how behavior indire?ctly alters the environment and how the
environment with its physical features and man's
cklter-ation of it, affect behavior. The? environment ser-ves
a motivating force because of its complexity and people
react to this in terms of few basic emotional r-esponses. 
These? basic e?motional dimensions are called the following:
1. Arousal -nonar'ousal. Arousal is related to the interest- 
evoking quc»lities of interior spaces.
2. Pleasure?-disple?asur"e. leasur-e has to do with feelings 
of liking and disliking.
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3. DcDminance-submissi veness. Dominance refers to the 
feeling of freedom of action.
These in turn, produce varied kinds of behaviors as 
outputs. (Heimstra and Mcf-arling, 19745 Mehrabian , 1976;
O'neill and Jasper, 1992). The behavioral outcomes are 
categorized in two groups; the first one is approach 
behavior, and the second one is avoidance behavior. It is 
supported by some researchers that interior spaces may 
elicit positive and negative feelings through these 
behaviors. In Mehrabian's words:
...approach behavior, or an environment 
that causes approach, is usually a 
posiitive or desired sort of thing, 
conversely, avoidance behavior or an 
avoidance-causing environment is 
generally negative. (1992, p.6 )
2 .2 .1 . Determinism in Man-Environment Relationship
In summary, there are three theoretical approaches to the 
man-environment transaction:
1. Free-vjill approc\ch. This approach claims that the built 
environment does not affect behavior.
2 . Possibi1istic approach. This approach claims that 
social and cultural attitudes of the environment have an
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impact on individuals.
3. Deterministic approach. This approach sees the 
environment, together with its subsystems, as the major 
determinant of behavior. (Lang, 1987).
In general there are two contradictory opinions 
(approaches) concerning the relationship between man and 
environment: while the first one refers to the belief that 
environment determines an individual's behavior, the other 
states that behavior determines the qualities of the 
environment. One way or the other, they imply a simple 
cause-effect relationship in the man-environment 
transaction.
The first apF)roac:h lies specifically in architectural 
determinism which denotes that certain qualities 
associated with a particular interior space will affect 
the emotional responses of the individuals and this will 
produce some behavioral outcomes. In this transaction, 
there exist empirical linkages between environmental 
factors and psychological events that sees the environment 
as the independent and man as the dependent variable:
A feature of strict deterministic theory 
is the notion of unidirectional 
causality; Stimulus (the environment) 
acts on the subject to produce a given 
behavior, mood, or attitude. This is 
intriguing for design but poor 
psychology, since it ignores the feedback 
role of the participant...(Ittelson 
e t.a1., 1974, p.346-347).
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The? latter approach, however, not only objects to the idea 
that man is a passive receiver but also sees man as a 
mod.ifier of the architectural variables, through his own 
perceptions and reactions. (O'neill and Jasper, 1992). 
Another similar approach is found in the ecological 
psychology of Barker (1968), that recognises the input of 
the individual into environmental situations. We can not 
ignore the accommodative role of interior spaces (Lang, 
1987), but this does not mean that "the individual will 
perceive a cheerfully decorated room as cheerful if his 
own mood is gloomy; indeed, the decor may be seen as 
totally inappropriate or at best neutral." (Ittelson 
et.al.,1974, p.346). The role of interior spaces thus can 
be expressed by the words of Studer (1970)!
What operant findings suggest, among 
other things, is that events which have 
traditionally been regarded as the ends 
in the design process, e.g., pleasant, 
eXci ting, stimu1 ating , comf ortab1 e, the 
participant's likes and dislikes, should 
be reclassified. They are not ends at 
all, but valuable means, which should be 
skillfully ordered to direct a more 
apF>ropriate over-all behavioral texture. 
They are members of a class 
of ... reinforcers... (Quoted in Ittelson, 
et.al., 1974 p.348).
2.2.2. The Importance of Perception in the Assessment of 
Interior Spaces
The mutual relationship between man and the built
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env.ironniE?n t has its root in the question of how he 
perceives his environment. When this question arises, it 
is worthwhile to talk about the process of cognition as 
well bescause, according tcj Kaplan (1983), the relationship 
between man and the built environment has its starting 
point through the informational process in which the 
actions (which an individual caries out in an interior 
spc'.cE?) and the informational patterns (or the image that 
shapes the space) detejrmine the quality of the interface 
betwtsen man and the built environment.
Referring to f'igure 4 we, see that perception hence 
cognition, ha\ 5 an importavnt role in the basic process of 
1 1-) e i n t e r a c 1: i o n b e t ween i n t e r i o r spaces man and behaviors
Research in environmental perception is 
...concerned with discovering the lawful 
rela\tionships that are assumed to exist 
firstly betweeen the characteristics of 
the physica\l environment and the way it 
is perceived and secondly, between the 
way it is perceived and subsequent 
s p a t i a 1 b e? h a v i or. It m u s t t h e r c? fore
consider not only the factors involved in 
the endowement of meaning, in the 
devf?lopment and change of attitudes, 
factors affecting decision making and the 
relationship between all these and 
spatial behavior. (Lee, 1973, p.ll8 )
It is cleaxr from the figure and from the foregoing that 
cognition plays a central role in the whole process of 
perception, therefore it is very difficult to separate the 
process of perception and cognition. (Lang,1987).
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p h y s i c a l  e n v i r o n i D e n t s p a t i a l  b e h a v i o r
-idiage
" CO Qni  t i o n  + p e r c e p t i o n  
- a r c h i t e c t u r a l  meani ng 
- c a t e g o r i z a t i o n  
- p r e f e r e n c e
i^age
-se:ises
• co gni  t i o n t p e r c e p t i o n  
- s y m b o l i c  meani ng 
( a e s t h e t i c  q u a l i t y )
- e m o t i o n s
( a f f e c t i v e  b e h a v i o r a l  r e s p o n s e )  
- e v a l u a t i o n
Figure 5 The role of cognition-percepticon process 
i. n t h e a s:> ss e s s îîi e t c:> f i n t e r i co r ss p a c e s
B e f o v" e b e g i n n i n g t o ci i sr> c: i.i s s t h e f i r ss t r" e 1 a t i. o n s h i p i n 
e n V i r c:) n e n t a 1 |;:) e r c e p (: i o n i t c a n b e c; o i") c 1 u cl e cl t l"i a t
perception of interior spaces is a psychological proccass;, 
a t. t h e:? s a e t i m e i. t i s 1 e a r n t n s e 1 e c t i. v e j, d y n a m i c:, 
interactive and individuals We each sstructurc? the world in 
u n i. q u 0 VM a y s . ( L. e e ^ 19 7 ^3 5 W a d e a n d S a n ss t o n ^ 1991; B1 o o m e r ^
19 ·? 0 i; 111: e ;i. ib o  n 0 1 a 1. « 19 7 4 ) «
2-2.2s1. The Relation Between Physical Environment and The 
Way It Is Perceived
1 n t h 0 c o nil p 1 0  )·( r 0 1  a t i. co n b i p to 0 1 w ee 0 n t he physical 
0 n V i r“ CO n m e n t „ p 0 r c 0 p t i o n a n d b 0 \i a v i o r ¡, t h e c o n c 0 p t o f 
IT) 0 a n i. n g s 0 0 m ss c: r u c: ;i. a 1 . The i: e r m " m 0 a n i n g " i s d e r· i. ved f r oin 
1 1“) 0 in f ormai:icona 1 pa 1 1 erns (the irnage) i:hat mak0 up the 
b IX i. 1 i;·. 0 n V i. r o n ai 0 n t. E: m p i r i c: a 11 y t h 0 10 r m c a n l:o e u n d e r· s t o o c:l
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in two wayis: The first one is archi tectural meaning, which 
is the concern of this section; - the second one is the 
'symbolic meaning' which will be discussed in the next 
section 2.2,2.2. For this classification of meaning, Wade 
and Sv-ganston state the following:
Some? theorists consider that we can 
derive information regarding the 
orientations of surfaces in the 
environment without recourse knowledge 
about the nature and purpose of objects. 
On the other hand, perception can be 
linked to thinking and other high level 
cognitive’ process like reasoning and 
problem solving. (1991, p.2)
According to Hesselgren (1975) and Lee (1973), during the 
process of percepjtion we build up, during the process of 
perception a "set of organised categories in terms of 
which stimulus inputs may be sorted, given identity and 
given more elaborated connotative meaning." In the 
terminology of perceptual psychology, this process of 
matching patterns and classification of stimuli is called 
the "attributive" component of perception, since it 
involves the "attribution of meaning" to the incoming 
s t i mu1i. (Lam, 1992, p.32)
The images of the built environment are organised into 
meaningful patte’rns. Faced with a choice, individuals show 
a preference for one type of space over another. Thus, 
perception with active participation of individuals is
regarded as a dynamic process. (Lam, 1992; Prak,1968)
Inui and Miyata (1977) and Baird €?t..al., (1978) have found
that room preference is a function of a. perceived 
architectural features (in turn their perception depends 
on the nature of the architectural stimuli) and b. the 
activitiejs occurring in the room.
The Relationship Between Perception and Spatial
Behavior
Contributions to the understanding of environmental 
perception and bc?havior have increased rapidly in recent 
years. (Lowenthall, 1972). Werner (1987), in a study 
listing the 'range of environment-behavior relationships' 
describes one as "perception of environment, mediating 
i n t e I' · p e I' 3  o n a 1 b e h a v i o r s " . ( p. 17 4 ) and It can ta e? a r g u e d t h a t 
perception and preference studies provide a better 
indication of reasons behind behavior patterns.(Lee, 
1973:118). The actual and potentiaxl importance of this 
research is evident in such values as environmental 
qualities which are reg^trded as the sources of many 
varieties of potential stimulation.
Meaning is important in man-environment relationship. The 
concern in this second state of perception-behavior is 
the symbolic meatning of the built environment which is a 
major factor in people's senses of liking and disliking
(as; outputs;) their surroundings; (as inputs). (Lang, 1987; 
Lam, 1992).
It ..is known from the prior discussions that the visual 
clues of an interior space cites three primary emotional 
responsiies: pleasure, arousal, and dominance which, as a
result, produce two types:; of behavioral outputs; approach 
and avoidance behaviors. (Bloomer, 1990). The concern 
here is; with the pleasurablenesîs and interestingness of 
environments; -·- their affective sv'mbolic meaning:
Here, we are not simply boding stimulated 
by our s;urroundings, or eva 1 uating them 
in terms of behaviors;; we are assessing 
and experiencing their intrinsic beauty 
and va 1 ue . ( 1 1  te 1 sson e t. a 1 . , 1974, p . 108)
Conssequentl V', it can be concluded, as; in the words of Lam 
(199.2) that the perception process is affective on our 
emotional and evaluative responses to stimuli. In other 
w o r d S3 , o n e m i g h t say t h a t :
... «environmental evaluation, then, is 
more a matter of overall affective 
response. Affective responses are based 
on the "meaning" that environments, and 
particularly aspects of them, have for 
people. (Although, these meanings are 
partly a res;ult of people's interaction 
with these environments). Thus it becomes 
extremely important to study meanings. 
Meaning also gains importance when it is 
r·ea 1 i 2 ed that the соncept оf functiоn is 
so important.(Quoted in Rapoport, 1990, 
p.13-15)
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The e v a lu a t io n  o f  an i n t e r i o r  space  can a l s o  be 
c o n s id e re d  in  two ways: the f i r s t  one i s  formal  aesthE^tic 
e v a lu a t io n  ¡, where the spaces  cxre e v a lu a te d  i n t r i n s i c a l  l y ; 
t hG s Bcond one i.s t e  ai"·c11itectu ra 1 eva 1 i.iation in  which  
t h e p a c e? s a re  e v a 1 u a t  e d a c c a r  d i  n g t  o t  h e i  r f u n c t  i  o n a 1 
aspec t s -
"I” h e: <;> e t w o  p r  o c e s i:r> e s c:) f e v a 1 u a t i. o n a r e? d e s c r· i. b e d i. n t e r“ m s 
o f  the? a f f e c t i v e  responses  g ive n  to  an i n t e r i o r  space-  
rj b V :i. o u ]. y t  \) B e j i.i d g in b  n t s a r" e q ix a 1 i. t  a t  i  v b  a n d i t  i s  not  
e  a s y 1: a a s  o  c i  a t  e q u a n t i  t  a t i  v e? res  u 11 iis w i  1: h t  hem- "I ‘ h i.i s j, 
a t  t h i s  p o in t  rt?search in  t h i s  f i e l d  i s  faced  w ith  the  
prc:)b 1 em  o f  m e a s i . ir i n g  t h e  v : i . s u a  1 p e r c e p  t i o n  o f  i n  t e r i or 
s p a c e s  -
2-2-2-3. Measuring Visual Perception
An i n d i v i d u a l ' s  t o t a l  p e r c e p t io n  o f  an env ironm ent  can be 
affectE?d through m a n ip u la t io n s  o f  e lem ents  in  a space o r  
v a r i a t i o n s  in the sen so ry  s t im u 1i . T h i s  p e r c e p t io n  can be 
'=:> t u d i. B  c:l w i  t h r e s p e c t t c:) 111 e f o J. 1 o w i. n g e v a 1 la a t  i  v e f a c t. o r s 
( a s p e c t s ) ;
1- PleasantnE?ss Eva l iAat ion  F^actor- T h i s  i s  c o n s id e re d  as a 
fG?eling o f  c o m fo r t ,  sE?nse o f  s e c u r i t y ,  we? 11 being-  Some 
of  the terms w ith  h igh  lo^\dings r e l a t e d  to  t h i s  factor-  
a re :  p le a s a n t ,  i n v i t i n g ,  b o r in g ,  r t? p u ls iv e ,  nerve*“·
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r a c i  i n.g . ( A c: k i n g a n d K u 1 1 e r , 1972)
2. Social Evaluation Factor. This factor implies an
estimation of the social status. Some of the related terms 
are: expensive, fine, poor, simple. (Acking and Fuller,
1972).
3. Spatial Enclosedness Factor, This factor contains 
words describing the appearance of a space and its 
conditions of light. Some of the related terms are: open, 
light, spacious, closed, dark, tsncumbered. (Acking and 
Kuller, 1972)
4. Factor of Complexity, This refers to the intensitv' or 
complexity of the items in the space. Some words relate to 
this factor are: motley, composite, complex, discrete. 
(Acking and Kuller, 1972)
5. Factor of Unity. This factor considers the unity of an
e n V i I'· o n m e n t. Some c.rf t I t e t e r m s r e 1 a t e d t o this f a c t o r·
are: unitary, whole, pure? style, badly thought-out, split. 
(Acking and Kuller, 1972).
Studies of perception and behavior that employ 
guestionnaires or interviews» based on the altered images» 
of e?nvironment which are desscribed through bipolar 
ad j ec t i ve pa i rs» i n vo 1 v i n g t he f ac to r s» g i ven a bo ve. A
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quantitative measure for the perception of environmental 
stimu 1i i s ac hieved throug h . seman tic differential
1“. e c 11 n i q u e s j, w h i c h i.i s u ally refer" t o t h e s e verbal 
descriptions as inputs for" obtaining data for factor 
ana1ysis.
I n  s u c h  r e s e a r c h  r e s e a r c h ,  L o w e n t h a l l  ( 1 9 7 2 )  p o i n t s  o u t  
t h a t :
- n « e v e r y  i n v e s t i g a t o r  o f  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
r e  a  c  1: i  o  n s  , j  u  cJ g m e  n 1: <5 , a  n  d p  r" e  f e r e  n  c  eî s  a  «5
c:o n <i> t :r u c  tec:l h i «ij o w n 1 e x i . c o n  o f
e  n V  i. r" o  n m e  n t  a  1 ci e  s  c  r i  p  t  o  i·" s  , g  e  n  e  r" a  t  e  d
0 .1. t  h e  r  f  r o  m t  e  i - m i. n o  1 c) g y  e  m p  1 o  y  êî d  i. n  t  h e  
cJ 0 s> i  g  n a  r) d e  n v  i  r" o  n m e  n t  a  1 m a  n a  g  e  m e  n  t
p r o  f  e  <:> e> i  o  n  ^ o  r  I;;) y  t  h r e  c:l ix c  t  i. o  n o  f
V o  c:: a  b u  1 a  r" i. e  r:.î e  l e  c  t  e  ci b y  t  e  t  o  b  s  e  r" v  e  r" s  .
( p .. 3 3 6 - 3 3 7  ) «
3 u  c;: h a  m e  a  s  u  r e  f  o  r s  p a  c  i. c:> u  s  n e? s  s  h a  s  b  e  e  n d e v e l o p  e  d  b y  
I m a m o g  1 u  ( .1 9 8 6  ) »
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3. SPACIOUSNESS IN INTERIOR SPACES
Interior space?s and rooms are the basic units of 
buildings. They are the enclosures which have a great 
potential through their architectural and aesthetic 
qualities for affecting visual perception, activities and 
behavioral outcomes. Rc-isearch in this area are concerned 
with spaciousness in describing and evaluating some
as pec ts of s рас ев.
3.1. Definition of Spaciousness
According to the various studies conducted, the notion of 
spaciousness can be examined in two ways; the first one 
is the semantic definition and the second is the empirical 
definition.
The semantic definition of spaciousness is widely used in 
everyday language and architecture to describe and 
evaluate spaces. This definition can be given as "the 
state or quality of being wide, spacious or commodious; 
extensivenes of area or dimensions, roominess", 
"containing much space, amply large." (Imamoglu, 1986). 
The term also refers to a meaning between the 'feeling of 
liberation' and the 'sensation of being open'. (Inui and 
Miyata, 1973) or it signifies width and openness.
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Obviously, those similar concepts are closely related to 
the quality and amount of space.
The terms 'open' and 'enclosed' are used to describe space 
in evcorydaiy speech. In some studies the meaning of 
spaciousness may be related to the feeling an interior 
provideis of being open or enclosed:
We feel enclosed when we are in a small 
VAjindowless room, while we feel in the 
open when we are on a balcony which 
commands a bright prospect. (Inui and 
Miyata, 1973, p.lll)
Altliough the semantic meaning of spaciousness is related 
to a feeling of ope?nness or closedness, empirically it is 
defined as a general feeling deriving from visual 
perception in interior spaces (Inui and liiyata, 1973). 
Thus, spaciousness is limited to a visual aspect only:
The voice of a bird outside or the 
sensation of fresh air coming in through 
the window is ignored even if it gives 
the building occupants some sort of 
feseling of spaciousness. (Inui and 
Miyata, 1973, p.l04)
Much discussion through studies has led to the conclusion 
that spaciousness has come to be used as a new index to 
evaluate interior spaces.
In their experimental study, Inui and Miyata (1973),
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consider that spaciousness as usually experienced 
perceived) between two extreme values:
(or
Spaciousness would have a minimum value 
in a situation deprived of every bit of 
visual information; in a completely dark 
room the v£\lue would be zero. The maximum 
v¿ilue would be found in a place which 
commands an unobstructed hemisphere of 
sky, e. cj. a boundless desert or sea. 
(p.l04)
In a similar manner, spaciousness in interior spaces also 
falls between two extre?me values. As open and enclosed 
feelings are the bipolar complements, regarding the 
manipulations of architectural variables, it is possible 
to evaluate spaciousness on a bipolar scale. Such a 
semantic differential scale can be based on the affective 
judgments which derive from two main emotional 
responses : p 1 easure and arousa 1 . (c-?. g . pieasan t-unp 1 easan t 
c:) r c o m f o r t a b 1 e - u n c o m f o r t a b 1 e) .
•Imamoglu (1986) states that semantic and empirical studies 
in £i?nvironmental psychology often given way to a space- 
related spaciousness or enclosedness dimension either 
independent of other factors, (Kasmar, 1970; Acking and 
Kuller, 1972) or confounded with regard to evaluative 
factors.(Kaye and Murray, 1982; Inui and Miyata, 1973, 
1977). Some other researchers have shown and implied a 
positive? correflation between satisfaction and
spaciousness. (Inui and Miyata, 1977; Sommer, 1971).
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In the study of Kasmar (1970), the environmental 
descriptors are categorized in to two groups in which the 
first referred to the aesthetic aspects of spaces, and the 
other referred to the functionavl aspects of spaces. Kaye 
and Murray (19B2), however, categorize aspects of 
architectural spaces in three groups with regard to 
descriptive adjective pairs; the aesthetic aspect, the 
behavioral aspect and the physical aspect.
In both studies, a reliction has been constructed between 
spaciousness, categories of descriptive adjective pairs 
and the three aspects of interior spaces.
Another study on spaciousness, behavior and the visual 
environment was performed in 1977 by Inui and Miyata. The 
results indicated that there was a relation between 
various aspects of behaviors (based on the types of 
activities carried out in the room) and the visual 
environment besides the relation between behaviors and 
subjective assessment of spaciousness. It was concluded 
that spaciousness could be used as a measure as a key 
variable in order to assess and evaluate visual 
en V i ron men t s.
These studies and others that have not been discussed, all 
reveal that spaciousness is an important construct on 
which people can base their descriptions and evaluations
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of i.nteriors and that it i.s dose 1 y re 1 ated to sueh 
variables as color, lighting, window sise and shape, 
furniture arrangement, and room size and shape as the 
major components V'lhich affect the design and the general 
atmosphere of the whole visual environment.
3.2 Factors Effecting Spaciousness in Interior Spaces
3.2.1. Room Geometry
E x p e r i m e n t a l  studisas on human spatial perception of 
architectural spaces have been concerned with various 
architecturaxl features that determine the perceived 
volume, openness and closedness. These can be considered 
under the gener;*! notion of room geometry. Human Space 
Factors Office (1986) indicates that room geometry is an 
important contributor to visual spaciousness and can be 
analysed by the "Isovist Theory":
An Isovist is the set of all points 
visible from a given point, and isovist 
properties significantly influence
perceptual and attitudinal judgments 
about interiors. Here, aside from greater 
visual volume, increased variance of 
isovist is driven by long views, 
pa r t i c u 1 a r1 y 1 on g d i ag on a 1 views. (p.1 1 2 )
A relation between visually closed spaces, perceived 
volume and sense of oppression have been constructed in 
two studies by Uchida (1979 a; 1979 b). The results of
thts'SG two experitnents ind.icate(d that sense of oppression 
and openness were dominated by the perceived volume of 
spaces. Perceived volume found to be affected mainly by 
t h€? phys ic a 1 vo 1 ume and the con f igu ra ti.on of the plan, 
for example the solid angle of the walls. In addition to 
this, the sense of oppression was dominated mainly by the 
area of the plan when it was dealt with in terms of the 
p a r a m e? t e r s ( c e i 1 ;i. n cj h e i g h t) .
C o n <·:; e q u e n 11 y , t li e o p e n n e s s - - c 1 o s e d ness of r o o m s i s 
determined b'/ some of the features which construct a 
room's geometry. Thus, the discussion in this section 
focuses on such features as vertical elements, si::e and 
!■:; hi a f :i e , r o o m p r o p o r t .i. o n s ( h e i g h t / d e p t h r · a t i o) , a n d s o o n .
L y n c h (1971), S i mon d s (1961) and S p re i reg en (1965) agreed 
that the organizaition and characteristics of vertical 
elements like walls or colonnades distinguish an open area 
from a confined enc1 osed space. (Cited in Hayward and 
F r" a n k 1 i. n , 1974, p . 3 7 ) .
Norberg Schultz (1965) has suggested that spatial 
"closure" depends on the walls which were
...joined together in the corners to form 
a continuous, embracing boundary. 
Apertures at the corners therefore open 
t he space mor"e t han holes p 1 ac es in (thie 
middle of) the wall, especially if thie
f o r met'· e x t e n d f i- · o m t h e floor t o t hi e
c; e i 1 i. n g . Con tin uous horison t a 1 openings 
d i r ec: 11 y (,.in d e r the c e i 1 i. n g have an 
ana .1 ogous ef f ec t. Tf)e c:orners may be
c.haracterised as the "critical" sones of 
the space, and their treatment is 
e s s e n t i a 1 t o t lie i n t e r p r eta t i on. (Quoted 
in Thie 1 et. a 1 . , .1986 , p . 231)
He goes on to say that the closure of a space may also be 
emphasised or loosened in the intteraction between light, 
cо 1 cir■ and ttie boundary surf ac:es . The desc ri ption of ttte 
space-form depends upon the in terpret¿í^ tion of the
boundaries.
Two studies were conducted by Thiel e t. a 1 . , (19£)6) to test 
a hурезttiesis vjhich c 1 aims that:
Perceived differential enclosing effect 
of architectural surfaces is a function 
o f 111 e ;i. r p o s i t i on, w e i, g h t e d i n the r a t i o 
1:2:3 for surfaces in the horisontal 
under, vertical side, and horisontal over 
pos i t i on s , res pec t i ve1y . (p .227)
They found that the overhead surface (horisontal over- 
position) was assessed to be most enclosing, the 
u n d e r n €3 a t h s t.t r face ( h o r i s o n t a 1 u n d e r p o s i. t i o n ) the 1 e a s -t 
whereas the vertical side surfaces were judged to be 
intermediate in enclosing effect, having a distinction 
b e t w e e n 1 e f t, r i g h t a i ·) d the center- s u r -f a c e s (see Figure 
6 ) .
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Figur(f? 6  Erlnc 1 os,i,ng surfaces of interior spaces
If we tdiink of various features making upi a room, either 
fle::il:ile or fixed, sis:e and shaf;)e are undoubtedly the most 
rigid. Ashira (1970) indirectly studies this issue with 
the relative enclosing effects of different types, sizes, 
and positions of surrounding vertical elements. (Cited in 
TI ■) i e 1 e t. a 1 . , 19 S ¿), p. 2 31)
The perceived or apparent size of rooms is an 
architectural variable that is likely to influence the 
perceived openness-enc 1 osedness of £»n interior space. A 
series of investigations tsy Gar ling (1969 a; 1969 b cited 
in Thiel et.al., 1986) and E5adalla et.al. (1978, cited in 
Sadalla and Oxley 1984) confirmed a hypothesis that 
larger rooms can give rise to feelings of expansiveness 
and freedom whereas small ones may lead to feelings of 
c o n f i n e ni e n t a n d c r o w d i. n cj .
While the main discussion on room geometry concentrates on 
the perceived size of rooms, it is unavoidable to talk 
about it in reliction with the shape. In general, the
c?:;p€?r i merits have concluded that rooms of the same physical 
size might have different perceived sises depending on 
their shape. S^pecif ical ly, it has been claimed that 
rectangular rooms would appear to be larger than square 
rooms of the same physical sise. (Sadalla and Oxley, 
3.984, p . 3 9 4 ) .
The same authors (3.984) cited some earlier laboratory 
studies of form perception which have demonstrated a 
relationship between the shape and the perceived sise of ¿i 
variety of objects and figures. (Seashore and Williams, 
3.902; Lauer, 3.929; FTiters, 3.93-3; Holmberg and Wahlin, 
.3.969; Ho 1 rnberg and Ho 1 mberg , .1969; Smith, 1969) . In 
general, these studies concluded that the apparent sise of 
rectangles increased as the height/width ratio increased. 
If these results were extended to the problem of perceived 
room sise, it could be suggested that the apparent sise of 
a room may be related to the sha\pe of the room, and 
furthvsr, the ratio of length/width may be correlated with 
the apparent s.3. se of r■ ec tangu 1 ar rooms.
Based on the studies cited above, Sadalla and Oxley (1984) 
conducted a study to explore the relationship between the 
shape and the perceived sise of rectangular and square
rooms. The results explored an illusion created by 
rectangularity where more rectangular rooms were judged as 
larger than less rectangular rooms of equal sise. Thus, it
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could be concluded that rectangu1 arity illusions when 
connected with the perceived sine of rooms would allcjw 
designers to maximine and minimine a limited, given amount 
of . space. If this is so,, what are the psychological 
properties of rectangular rooms that lead them to appear 
larger than square rooms? Two possible eKplanations mav' be 
given to this question:
1. There? is an effect of "increased sine estimates" on 
the a1 1 en t iona 1 p.rocesses of observers .
EJecause rectangular rooms also have a 
greater perimeter, they also may produce 
an increase in scanning activity. 
Furthermore, rectangular rooms would 
allow cl potentially greater swing of eye 
movements and a potentially longer single 
line of sicjht than would square rooms. 
The greater apparent sine of rectangular 
rooms may be related to the increase in 
the magnitude or displacement of scanning 
activity. (Eiadalla and Ok ley, 1984, 
p.403)
There is a concept of "anticipated behavioral constraint"
...one antecedent of the eKperience of 
crovjding is the cognition that one's 
behavior or one's privacy is limited by 
physi.ca 1 barriers (Proshanky et. a 1 . , 
1970). Rectangular rooms may be? seen as 
less limiting) than square rooms because 
1 1 1 ey allow occupants of the room to place 
themselves at greater interpersonal 
distance. ...The? greater estimated 
spatiousness of rectangular rc?oms may be 
re?lated to the observer's c:cDgnitions of 
the ways in which rooms might expand or 
ccjnstrain behavioral pcissibi 1 i ties. 
(Sadalla and Oxley, 1984, p.404)
However., a finding, contradic;tory to this rectangularity
illusion., was demonstrated by Imamoglu (1988). In a study
on the room proportions, the author found that rooms
havi.ng square or almost square shapes were assessed as
being more extensive, large, space free and well-planned.
This could be? due to the position of windows in relation
i^ jith the walls of rooms. Rooms having windows on short
sides appear to be more cramped whereas rooms having
windows on the long sides are assessed as being less
cramped but more unpleasant. As for the square rooms,
•Imamog1 u s ta ted tha t:
A square room is accepted as the most 
advantageous amongst the others; It is 
neither assessed as unpleasant as in the 
case of rooms having windows on the long 
sidevs, nor possess a feeling of
clutteredness as in the case of rooms 
having windows on the short sides. In 
addition, square rooms, because of their 
shiiipes, are judged as both space free 
an d we1 1  pian n ed, (1 987, p.39;
t r a n s ]. a t i o n in i n e . )
There is another factor that affects the perceived
openness-enclosure, namely, the ratio between width and 
d e p t h . In u i a n ci M i y a t a (1973) t este d t h e o p e n n e s s - 
enclosure of intérieurs in terms of spaciousness. They 
investigated the? effects of not only the interior
i 1 luminance, winciow sise and sky luminance but also the 
room sise-? and shape by changing the ratio between width 
and depth. In order to find the best indicrator for the 
sise ejf rooms, the fe3lle?wings were stueJieei.
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1. Floor area.
2. Volume of room.
3. W i d t h o f room.
4 . D e p h h o f r o o m.
Strong corre1ations were observed between spaciousness and 
"floor area" and "volume of room", where the two variables 
were in direct proportion as long as the ceiling height 
was h e 1 d cons tan t.
Hayward £\nd Franklin (1974), with some drawings examined 
this factor by varyincj both spatial size and height- 
distance ratio. It V'ias hypothesized that perceived 
openness-enclosure is determined with the height/depth 
ratio and is independent of the scale of space. (Size of 
space was referred to as scale of space). Increases in the 
height/depth ratio were accompanied by increases in 
perceived enclosure. Perceived enclosure was similar for 
both spaces which had similar height/depth ratios. On the 
o t h e r · h a. n d , t h e h y p o t h e s i s t h a t a p p a r e n t openness- 
enclosure is directly related to size of space received 
only m i n i. fl u m s u p p o i" t.
Their results may also be interpreted as empirical support 
for Spreiregen's (196b, p.75) hypothesis that the 
impression of openness-enclosure of an architectural space 
is determined by the relationship between two variables:
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boundary height as seen from the frontal field of view 
and physical distance of the boundary from the observer. 
(C i ted in Hayward and F'ran Fi 1 i n , 1974, p. 45) .
The perception of rooms can be altered by rearranging 
their physical dimensions . Sise and sliape? of any 
particular room have beeen largely accepted as fixed and is 
dependent upon room function. While tlie effect of size of 
rooms can be thouglH: of as an interaction with other 
independen t var iab 1 es , suc h as 1 1 1e number of people in tI te 
room, reisearcFiers Fiave-? concentrated manipulating otFier 
aspects of the room environment sucFi as: color, ambient 
conditions, window si:;:e and position, and furniture 
organ i z a t ion . (He i ms t i-a and Me Far ling, 1974).
3.2.2 Color
As Indicated above, spaciousness is an important construct 
for describing and evaluating interior spaces as regards 
their architectural and aesthetic qualities. Since color 
is one of most important aspect of the whole visual
environment, it has an effect on tFie general atmosphere of 
in teriors.
It is useful to discuss color first of all on the bases of 
an interaction between physical environment, the way color 
is perceived and behcwioral outcomes, and then
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particularly to concentrate on the effects of different 
combinations of color on the evaluation of spaciousness 
in interiors.
A 1 1  h o u cj h p e r c e i v e d a s a n i n t e tj r a t. e d w li o 1 e, there are three 
subjective dimensions of color·. These are hue, saturation 
and brightness (which is often called lightness). Among 
designers, these dimensions ar'e also known as hue, chroma 
and value, respectively. Hue is the term most often used 
to describí? color·, saturation (chr'oma) describes a color's 
purity or the extent of its departure from gray. Acking 
and Kulle?r (1972), also discuss saturation as chromatic 
strength. Value (brightness or lightness) is the degree to 
which a color varies along the white-black continuum. What 
is known empirically about our responses to color, and 
how, if at all, color influences the perception of a 
setting or one's behavior in that setting is based on the 
different variations and combinations of these major 
dimensions.
Color is a pycho-physiological environmental variable 
which possess both architectural and sÿmbolic meanings 
through its hue, chroma and value. It can influence our 
affective responses like feelings and emotions, judgments, 
evaluations and preferences toward the places 
respective?!'/. (Human Space Factors Office, 1986). A 
person's total perception of his enscironment can be
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divided into different: factors and Ac king and Kul ler 
(1972) build a systematic relation between those ¿aspects 
and some dimensions of color.
The first two factors Unity and Comple5<ity, are two 
important terms in the? visual environment. Unity involves 
various components and parts fitting together into a 
coherent unit, the second involves variation.
Study performed by Acking and Kuller (1972) found that 
perception of complejiity showed a marked dependence on 
chromatic; strength whs?re complexity increased as chromatic 
strength increased. On the other hand there was an inverse 
relation between unity and chromatic strength. As the 
chromatic strength increased, unity decreased. No such 
c:l e pen den c b was f oun d on va 1 ue.
A contradictory result to these findings brought out a 
relation between complexity and value:
Complexity was seen with the decreasing 
value. Complexity appears to be more of 
an interaction between chroma and value; 
with colors of low chroma but low or high 
value, regarded as simple, while complex 
colors are generally of medium value. 
(Human Space F-actors Office, 1906, p.92)
EL'arlier studies supported the idesa about the hue dimension 
that different colors did elicit different feelings. More 
recent studies review below some hypothesised color—
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b e h a V i o r 1 i n I < s .
F"'or arousal response (which derives from interest evokincj 
qualities of interior spaces), liahnke mentions that colors 
warm in huejs were more arousing than those of cool ones, 
(e.g. a red room would have a continuously higher arousal 
effect thcan a blue one). (Cited in Demirors, 1992). In 
fact, exposure to any strong color will cause an 
immediate reaction that can be measured easily but the 
duration of the effect is not continuous. Another aspect 
of color in creating the perceived excitement of an 
interior is the chroma. The research done by Space Human 
Factors Office (1986) indicates that strong colors will 
make a room appear exciting, weak ones give an impression 
of calmness, regardless of hue. Also color contrast is 
effect i Ve on the a pparen t e x c i tement o f a s pac e.
Another type o f  em ot iona l  re sp on se ,  p le a s u r e  (which  
d e r i v e s  from the f e e l i n g  o f  l i k i n g  o r  d i s l i k i n g  an 
i n t e r i o r )  has been s t u d ie d  by Mahnke (1987) w ith  the  
dimension hue. He found t h a t ,  w i th  warm c o l o r s  and h igh  
l e v e l s  o f  i l l u m i n a t i o n ,  an i n d i v i d u a l  d i r e c t s  h i s  
a 1 1  e n t  i  C3 n t  o t  h e s p a c e a n d p i- o d u c e s a c e n t  r  i  f u g a 1 a c t  i  o n ; 
whereas w ith  coo l  c o l o r s  and lower l e v e l s  o f  i l l u m i n a t i o n  
th e re  i s  w i  t h d r  a w a 1 i  n t o on e s e 1f an d an i  n d i  v i  d u a 1 
p r o d u c e s a c e n t r  i  p e t a 1 a c t i  o n .
This discussion may bring such a result that centrifugal
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action can be regarded as a positive reaction to the space 
and can be called "approach behavior", whereas 
centripetal action is a sort of negative reaction to a 
place and refers to the "avoidance behavior".
Whereas Mahnke (1987) concentrates on hue, the Space Human 
Factors Office (1986) relates these action types to the 
value of colors regardless of hue. The results indicate 
that colors with' high value» invite centrifugal action, 
whereas when value? decreases centripetal action takes 
p? 1 ace.
Regarding the? second factor Pleasantness Evaluation of the 
whole visual environment, Ac king anc) Fuller (1972) found 
no depeendence between pleasantness evaluation and the 
three? color dimensions. Although it was in agreeme^nt with 
the results of an earlier study p?erformed by £3ivik (Cited 
in Acking and Fuller, 1972), it contradicts the results 
of a recent Study by Funishima and Yanase (1985) which 
reevealed that pleasantness evaluation was most affee:ted 
by chroma.
The Social Evaluation Factor varied with values and to a 
lesser extent with chromatic strength. According to Acking 
i\nd Fuller (1972), blackness in NCS (Swedish Natural Color 
System which describes each color in terms of chromatic 
amount, whiteness and blackness) might be a more relevant
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variable than lightness.
As pointed out earlier room preference is a function of 
perceived architectural features. F-rom this point of view, 
a relation between preference (a Fiind of evaluative 
j Li d g m e n t) a n d c o 1 o r c a n b e d e v e 1 o p e d ;
Earlv' researcli focused on hue to tFie 
exclusion of otlier features of color. 
However, in .1934 a laboratory study 
involved variation not only of hue, but 
also of Sc\turation (or purity of hue) and 
of value (or 1 ightness--the amount of 
liglit reflected). With saturation and 
value held constant, the same ordering 
preferences for Fiues observed in earlier 
studies appeared: blue, red, greoBn,
violet, orange, yellow. (Sundstrom, 198i),
p . 1 8 1 ) .
This statement is also reinforced by some earlier studies 
(Guilford and Walton and Guilford) cited by Space Human 
Factors Office (1986), researchers presented their results 
in terms of most preferred colors: Blue, red, green and 
least prerferred colors: violet, orange, yellow. Little 
consideration was given to the contribution of value and 
c h roma on affective j ud g men ts.
As far as preference .judgments are the results of 
emotional qualities felt for spaces, a question arises 
related to:
What type of beFiavior or verbal report 
serves as tlie best response measure from
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which color induced emotion is inferred. 
Some studies meiasure preference in terms 
of one evaluative dimension 
pleasantnesis/unpleasantness. (Space Human 
Factors Office, 1986, p.28)
On the other ha\nd, some studies have enamined in greater 
detail the contributions of value and chroma to 
pleasantness; ratings. The result shov-jed that chroma 
accounts for 887. of the variance and brightness 127.. 
E-!es;ides this, there? was a preference for lighter values 
and pure colters 'e.g. a light pure tint of red receive?d 
higher ratings thcui a dark shade? or a greyisih "rniiced shade 
c?f red." (Smc?ts, 1982, cited in SF>ace Human Factc?rs 
Q f f i ce?, 1986, p. 30 d Sunds t rom, 198¿·), respectively).
Kunishima and Yanasse (1985) have also investigated the 
pleasantne?’5s of differe?nt wall colors. Their findings 
re?vealed that the most pre?ferred wall colors we?re the? ones 
warm in hue?, high in value and low in chroma. Pre?ference 
also de?pe?nds on the contrast effects;
Granger (1955), re?sulted that backcjround 
ceintributed to determining preference-- 
ore?f e?rnce increased the more it 
contrasted with the? background against it 
wa\s see?n but as saturation increased st? 
did pre?fere?nce up to a point-colc?rs seen 
as too vivid were rated as as less 
preferred. ((Diteeci in Space? Human Factores 
Office, 1986, p.32).
The? laest fae:tc?r of intericsr spaces the Spatial 
Enclosedness Factor, concerns the relation betwe?en color 
a n d s p a c j. o i.t s n e? s s.
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Man alters the perception in interior spaces through 
affective responses to color stimuli. Thus, any desired 
atmosphere can be given to that space. One of the most 
important influences of color as an independent variable 
on perception concerns the perceived "openness-- 
enc 1 os£?dness" of a room and a person's perception of 
spaciousness^ can be conssidered a behavior of a sort.
The effesct of color on the perception of "volume" has been 
sstudied under tv^jo main head in g S3 by Space Human Factorss 
Office (1986): surface color effects and object color 
ef fee tsfi.
"Ad van ce--recede rule" and "contrast effects" between 
surrounds and backgrounds" are the most important concerns 
as regards the? effect of surface colors on spaciousness or 
perce ivc?d vcDlume of interior s рас ess. It is believed by 
dessign professionalss that warm colors advance, appear 
dosser and make space seem smaller, while cool colcsrs 
recede, appearing farther away and make space seem larger. 
Conssequen tly, a blue-? ssurface is supposed to s€?em farther 
from the viewer than it actually is, whereas a red surface 
appearss closer. (Etirren, 1968, cited in Sundstrom, 1986). 
However, the distance effects of colors on spaciousness 
were not found to be as simple ass the advi^nce-recede rule 
would suggest. Thiss bringss to the discussion the findings
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of Taylor and Summer which was summarised in Space Human 
Factors Office (1986). They found that when the appiarent 
distance of colors are held constant, the brighter colors 
are .seen nearcir than the díArker ones. According to this, a 
cool hue like a bright blue can appear closer than a warm 
h u e 1 i k e a d a r k r e d ,
As regards the re?search on the contrast effects between 
surrounds and backgrounds, Space? Human Factors Office 
(19E)6) mentions a study performed bv' Tedford, et.al., who 
proved thait as chroma of a color increases with re?spect to 
its background, its apparent position advances. (Cited in 
Space Human Fac tors 0 f f i ce, 1986, p.70).
Asking and Kuller (1972) discussed these contrast effects 
earlier in a study in which the subjects were asked to 
rate the full scale rooms on an extensive list of 
adjective pairs that could describe an environment. The 
variaxtions of the wall colors on the three dimensions 
wl'ieI"eas shown in Tab 1 e 1.
The results showe?d that the room with the strong green 
colored walls (high in chroma) was judged to be most 
t: o m p) 1 e ;<, w h e r e a s t h e r o o m with w h .i. t e c o 1 o r e d walls was 
evaluated somewhat lov*jer but seen as least complex. The 
room with dark colored v-jalls (low in value), on the other- 
hand, was rated as least open, whereas the white room was 
s e e n a s m o s t o p·) e n .
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TalDle .1 Varicitions of wall colors in a room
room hLA0 value chroma
1 green low medium'T' green medium high
whi te high low
S t Lid i e55 on c o .1 o r also have revealed that the brightness
a n d s a t u r a t i o n a f CD 1 or-B influence perception of weight
and si z b :
,..JhB relation of color and weight al550
inf luence55 the 15 p a c i o u 55 n e s 55 of interiors.
T h e p r a c t i. c: e o f pe^rceptual ly lowering an
overly high ceiling, in a small space, by 
painting a dark, saturated color around 
i t s p e r i p h e r y, e x p 1 o i t s t lie perceived 
weight of color. Other applications may 
be placing a 'heavier' color atop a 
'lighter' one to decrec^se the? perceived 
height to width ratio of an enclosed 
room, in order to enhance furniture 
appearance is to alter space enclosure 
impressions. (Demi rors, 1992, p.51).
In summary, regarding only the hue dimension, distance 
effects; of colors are not as simple or direect as it has 
previously been believed. Rather spatial impressions of 
color are most influenced by contras;t effects:
a. Perceived openness increases as values increases either 
in the interior details or on walls.
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b» perceived openness increases with corresponding 
increase in the chromatic strength.of interior details. Mo 
such dependence was noted however when chroma increased in 
the walls.
When the chromatic strength of details increase, the 
contrast betv'jeen the details and walls is naturally 
enhanced. It might be this contrast effect and not the 
higher chromatic strength in itself that results in 
gments of higher openness. (Acking and Kuller, 1972).
f^egarding all the results of the studies given by Space 
Human F'actors Office (1986), it is held that in order to 
rnaKimise the sensed spaciousness through color 
applications the guidelines below could be useful:
a. The ma.jor enclosing surfaces should be kept high in 
value and low in chroma.
b. The subdividing partitions and elements should be kept
lower in value and higher in chroma than the ma.jor 
surf actes.
c. Minor ele?ments such as trims, reveals, edges, fixtures, 
hardware and small areas of furnishings should be kept 
either very high or very low in value and high in chroma. 
(Cited in Space Human F-'actors Office, 1906, p.ll2).
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Lighting
The premise of the discussion on light 
begins with recognition of the fact that 
visual consciousness does not seem 
completely explainable with the simple 
notion of an optical imposed on the 
retina of the eye and photographically 
interpr€i?ted by the brain. Instead, there 
are indications that there is 
considerable selectivity in the process 
of visual experience - a search for 
meaningful information. This Bugg6?sts 
that light can be discussed as a vehicle 
that facilitates the selective process 
and alters the information content of the 
Visua 1 field (Martynii..il·:, 1972, p. 51) .
This process of alteration is created through changes in 
lighting modes, alters in turn, spatial clues and thus the 
user's impressions of spatial meaning. Therefore lighting 
should be? approached as a complex system (both 
physicilogical and psychologicsal inducer) c?f designed 
patte?rns, which invc?lve?s space?, volume, form, texture, 
colcK', impressions and tension, behavior and preferences 
within any bui 11 e?nvironment.
AccrcDrding te? Wurtman, light is the most important 
environmental input, after food, in ce?ntrolling bodily 
function. (Quoted in Birren, 19SS, p.l3). Withc?ut light 
and/or the use of our eyes we have neither visual 
architecture nor interior design. Thus lighting (design) 
of the built environment may be crucial in determining 
the visual meaning of interiors, affecting feelings and 
emotions £\s subjective impressions and in turn reasoning
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behavioral outcomes. (Hendrick et.al., 1977).
Steffy (1990) stcites that for whatever reason, different 
1i g h t pa 11ern s c om posed by d i f f e ren t lighting a r ran g emen ts
to elicit various subjective responses such as 
arousal-nonarousal and pleasure-displeasure. Light not 
only helps us to pierform seeing tasks but also has an 
impact on hov-j we feel in a given environment.
A series of studies have been performed in this field in 
reaching the discussion given above. Flynn found five 
specific impression factors which were influenced by 
lighting pattern. These subjective impressions, namely 
pleasantness, re 1 a;:a tion, privacy, visual clarity and 
spaciousness, are considered to be the primary concern for 
any space where pejoplc? are expected to live and/or work. 
(Cited in Steffy, 1990, p.5,6,30). An excessive amount of 
one or more aspects of the ambient conditions in a room 
may cause individuals to perceive the room as unpleasant, 
which may lead to a more actis'e behavior-avoiding the 
room. Dn the other hand, a relation between the level of 
arousal and pleasure and behavior types could be 
considered s
High arousal and high pleasure 
environments create feelings of 
excitement conducive to social 
interactions. High arousal and low 
pleasure environments promote stressful, 
hectic feelings and promote less
c:a nsit.1 e ra i:.1 a n f o r  o th &rs  , o r  1 e s <*5
a i: e n t i  a n t c:) d e t. a i  1 h b e c: a ix s e u se rs  w i l l  
tend to  a v o id  such p i aces i, H igh  p le a s u re  
and low a ro u sa l env iron m ents  c re a te  and 
p romo te  a f e e l in g  o f r e 1a k a t  io n .
( Boubek r i  e t . a 1 . ^ 1991, p . 4Ei9-“-490 ) .
During the same period, Nartyniuk, et.al., (1973) and 
Hendrick, et-al., (1977) performed studies with the same 
purpose, in which the primary concern was with the effect
of environmental lighting on user impression and behavior 
i n a b e h a v .1. o r <:;i e 11 i n g .
The experime^nt v*«ias3 conducted in a room where the only 
physical alteration consisted of were? the changes in the 
]. ig h t. i ng a r rar)gen)en t. A rf:) resen ta t i. on o f t he lighting 
ar rangemen t i s shown in Figu re 7.
SETTIN G
LIG H TIN G
ARRANGEM ENT'·
F i g u re 7 Desc r ipti on s o f settin g an d 1i g h t i n g 
arrangemen t. (Mar tyn iuk et.a1., 1973, p . S3 )
Semantic differential scale results shov>jed significant 
differences in re?sponse to the room under six lighting 
arrangements. Five factors or categories of impressions 
we re. c on s t rue ted as follows:
1. Eva 1ua t i ve-
2. Perceptual Clarity. This was also named as spatial 
brightness.
3. Spatial Complexit>'. The term 'visual clutter' might 
also be appropriate,
4 . S p a c i o u s n e s s .
5, Formality.
Although factors 3 and 5 did not show any strong 
differention, factors 1, 2 and 4 showed significant
difference in impression between two or more of the si« 
1 ighting arrangements:
a. Overhead diffusing systems did affect impressions of 
perceptual clarity and tended to increase perceived 
spe^ c iousness.
b. Overhead lighting systems with equal horizontal 
illumination affected evaluative response and yielded 
significant differences in the impression of spaciousness.
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c. Overhtîad lighting and limited wall lighting in 
comparison to down lighting used alone did enhance 
evaluative and spaciousness impressions. (Martyniuk 
e t. a 1 . , i973 ) . See Fi gure 8.
Figure 8 Lighting arrangements comparison.
( Martyniuk i, et. a 1 . , 1973, p. 57 )
One of the important result beside the ones discussed 
above indicated that some of the lighting arrangements 
stimulated descriptive comments, which suggested that 
participants associated certain images with the lighting. 
This further suggests that some lighting conveys meaning.
One of important factors affecting subjective impressions 
(particularly openness in a space) has to deal with 
brightness on the vertical surfaces. Attention will be
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drawn to the broadest and brightest surface, and this will 
establish the direction of awareness and movement in the
room,
The term visual quality refers to the perceived size or 
volume of the architectural enclosure around an individual 
where 'large' signifies a luminous environment that 
promotes impression?s of expanded spatial limits-increased 
volume. 'Small' .signifies a luminous environment that 
promotes impressions of confinement. (Flynn, .19SQ; Steffy, 
1990).
This sub.jective visual impression appears to be reinforced 
b y t w o light i n g s y s t e m s:
1. Uniform ambient lighting, which is reinforced by 
un i f r m 1 i g h ting, and
2. Peripheral lighting, reinforced more specifically by 
uniform "v*ja 11" 1 ighting .
Smith and Bertholone define uniform ambient lighting as 
below:
Uniform ambient lighting is a system 
brightens the entire space. Ambient 
lighting will be the best when there is 
low-contrast perception and vulnerabi1ity 
to g1are but there is 1ots of light. 
(1986, p.60)
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By selectinq a fiKture giving "direct-indirect" beam 
shape,, the rocsm will seem spacious, there is an overall 
r o o m b r i g h t. n e s s .
F-lynn, EJpencer, Martyniuk iind Hendrick have demonstrated 
how brightly lighting a space in a uniform manner at its 
periphery created a greater sense of spaciousness. (Cited 
in Space Human factors Office, 1906, p.78). This effect 
was produced by uniform peripheral wall washing of the 
light. TheV' also found that:
Different people in different rooms do 
assess lighting on a consistent basis. 
F“or instance both old and young people 
will experience a room with only wall- 
washing as spacious and hushed. 
Regardless of the room's function, the 
impreEision of spaciousness and quietude 
will persiist as long as the wal 1-washing 
1 ight is present. (Cited in Space Human 
Factors (Dffic63, 1986, p.78).
Space Human F'actors Office (1986) discussed some studies 
which tested the effect of some light sources with their 
particular characteristics on spaciousness assessments. 
I“lynn and Spencer (Cited in Space Human Factors Office, 
1986)) studied the effect of light source color on various 
rated evaluative dimensions. They found a very little 
effect of light color, although cool white fluorescents 
were perceived more positively in terms of spaciousness 
and "clarity" of light, particularly when compared v-jith 
high pressure sodium. Bennet, et.al. found that cool
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white fluorescent yielded greater spaciousness and clarity 
in the furnished model rooms the · subjects experienced. 
(Cited in space Human Factors Office, 1986, p.78).
Another study on the other hand, compared the brightness 
(so the contrast) effects between vertical and horizontal 
surfaces and related this to spaciousness. The results 
i n d :i. c a t e d t h a t;
An impression of being confined is 
elicited when vertical surfaces (full- 
height and partial-height walls) and/or 
ceiling surfaces are quite dark compared 
to the lower horizontal plane (e.g., 
worksurface and/or floor). An impression 
of spaciousness usually is elicited when 
V e r t i c; a 1 s u r f a c e s a n d /or ceiling s u r" f a c e s 
are relatively bright (e.g., the surface 
a re 1i g h ted). (S te f f y, 1990, p.30).
Inui and Hiyata (1973, 1977) as well as Steffy tested the 
effect of interior illuminance on spaciousness. They also 
confirmed a (moderate) effect on spciciousness due to the 
overall average horizontal illuminance and vertical 
illuminance? at the eye position which agrees well with 
Flynn et.al.,(1973) findings for general brightness of 
a m I? i e n t i n t e r i c:> r 1 i. g h t.
3.2.4. Window
Windows constitute one of the important architectural
elements of buildings. In studies of the visual
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e n V i r o n in e n t i n b u i 1 d i n g s , daylight, <3 u n 1 i g h t and
ventilation have been used as criteria for windows rather 
than visual ones. On the other hand, on€? of the 
fundamental functions of windows is to cjive a building 
occupant a feeling and perception of spaciousness by 
providing a visuc^ l link between the interior and e;<terior 
of buildings. As Inui has stated:
The? tauilding occupant may avoid a fceeling 
of being enclosed where there is a side 
window even if the room is very small. He 
may divert himself by observing the view. 
(1973, p.103)
Another study relating outdoor view to interior perception 
assessment has been performed by Schiffenbauer, et.al.. 
They have found that rooms on the upper floors were 
perceived as larger than those on the lower floors. 
Although the results seemed to explore that differences in 
perceived spaciousness were determined by differences in 
height, it was uncleaxr wh£?ther the determining variable 
vjas the height or the vieiNi. (Cited in Handel, et.al., 
1980, p..309). A partial replication of the findings of 
Schiffenbauer, et.al. was reached by Handel et.al., 
(1980), indicating a significant correlation between 
lightneEis and perceived room sise as well ais perceived 
crowding. Perceived room si:-:e v-jas related to differences 
with height fr-om the ground and not view. 11 was height 
from the ground and not view per se which w>as the more
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There a r e  some aspects such as the orientation of the 
b u i 1 c:l i n g a ci c: 1. a îiü e n e s s o f a t h e r” I:) u i .1 cJ i n g lif), a <:5 well a hî v i e w 
a n d s u \i s h i. n e n w h e r  e «r> p a c i o la s  n e s i «i less a f f e c t e d - 11
should be noted that viev*jp orientation and closeness of 
c:> 11 "I e r  1:3 la i 1 d i n g s a r  e 11 a r * ö t  a measure c.i la a n t i t a t i. v e 1 y «
At first sight spaciousness seems to be related to the 
V ;i. e w f r c:) m t h e w i. n c.;l c:) w o n 1 y , t) la t in fa c: t i t i. s a c r  i ter i. o n 
t C3 e V a 1 u a t e 1: h e w \i a 1 e v i. s u a 1 e n v i r a n m e n t  - 1 n o t her w a r“ d s ,
eVen winda w 1 ess bui 1 di.ngs can gi.ve a c:er*tain amount of 
spaciousness regarding the room size, by enlarging the 
i. n t e r  i  a  r  s p a c e , a n c:l r  a i s i. n g the i n t e r i o r i. 11 la m i. n a n c e 
(.: o m i n g f r  o m t h e a r t i f i c i a 1 1 i g h t i n g .
One aspect of windows., which is also hard to measLAre 
guan ti tatively, is thca psychological effect of window on 
hLAman jLAdgme^nts and pre^ f erences. For interior spaces, 
evidence suggests that discrete manipulations of 
e?nvironmen tal variables can influence an individual 's 
evaluation of an architectural space (Kaye and Murray, 
1982).
In Tognoli's study, the presence as opposed to absence of 
windows» did not make the room more " in teres»ting" , but did 
make it more "friendly" which also confirms the ressults of 
the study performed by Wools . On the contrary, in another
i m |:j q I'" 1: a r) t f a c: t  o k“ i n t h e p e ı^“ c e (:.·) t i. a n a f den <i!> i t y -
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study with a different group of subjects;. Canter and Wools 
f о i.t n c J no effects о f w i. n c:l о w s; о n t h e a ss s; e s s m e n t о f 
" friend 1 inesis" . (All cited in Kaye and Murray, .1982, 
p.615),
The} same ressearchers aimed to understand whether a 
particular architectural variable affects perception of
space other than ones they might intuitively e!-;pect them 
to. That is, although it was expected that presence of a 
window would affect the perceived "spaciousness" of an 
interior, it was considered important to determine whether 
this variable could affect judgments of feelings as how 
"exciting" or "friendly" the space was. (Kaye and Murray,
1982, p.610, 611)
As space factors, four items were found to be relevant for 
the assessments of either emotions/behaviors or the 
perceiv6?d qualities of interiors:
1. Social-Aesthetic Factor; where’by such aspects as 
"happy", "inviting", and "friendly" seem to capture a 
social dimension, whereas "bright", "interesting", 
exciting", "colorful" and "beautiful" capture an aesthetic 
d imenвion.
2. Mood Fiictor, which involves such aspects as 
"unattractive", "drab", "dead", "closed" and "gloomy".
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3« Factorn which includes scales "large" and
"spacious n"
4. F"’hysical Organization Factor^ which includes scales 
"c 1uttered" , "оrganized" and "acciden ta 1 - "
К <э. у e a n г J M u r r a у i. n t h e? i. r· s 1: u d у i. n d i c a t e d a s i g n i f i c a n t 
effect of windows on the "Social-Aesthetic Factor", with 
the presence of the window making a room more friendly and 
inviting as well as more interessting and exciting. In 
addition^ this manipulation had an effect on the "hood" 
and "Size" Factors. These data are consistent with the 
body of 1iterature indicating the psycho1ogica1 importance 
о f w i n d о V'i i n w о I'“ I·:; a n d о t her e n v i r опте n t s , (C о ]. 11. n s , .1976 ;
s I, 1971 c i ted i n Kaye an cl Mu r r ay , 1982 ^ p , 616 ) ,
A s f o I'" (: l-i e p r e f e r e n c e j u d g m e n t s o n w i n d o v^) s Buttle r‘ a n d
Bteuerwald (1989) studied the^  effects of view, room size 
and type of 11·ie room on pi'"b ferred windaw si.ze and hape. 
T li e I" e u .1 <i> c: a n f i. r * m e d t hat v i. e w h a cl a n e f f e c: t c:) n wind o w 
size preferences; larger windov*JS are preferred for more 
desirable scenes. In addition., room size affected window 
size preferences; the. preferred size of a window was not a 
constant percentage of wall size rather^ as wall width 
i n c r“ e a e d , w i n d o w w i d t h a n d a r e a p r e f e r e n c e s were f o u n d t o 
have a sma11er percen tage of wa11 size.
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A n a  t  h G? r  Г“ G? ?;> ix J. 1: a  u  t  a  f  t  h i s  g  ) (p g  r · i  m g? n  t  iz о  n f  i  r m в  a  n
i n d i c : a t i c D n s  o n  t h G  c r i t G r i o n  o f  " c r i t i c a l  m i n i m u m  
a c c G p t a b l G ?  w i n c i o w  s i z G "  ( C i t e d  i n  I n u i  a n d  M i y a t a ^  1 9 7 3 ) .  
K a y e  a n c i  M u r r a y  ( 1 9 8 2 )  f o u n c : l  t h a t  m i n i m u m  w i n d o w  s i z G  
p r e  f  G r e n  c  е в  w e  r e  i  n f 1 u e n  c  e d  b y  l i g h t i n g  1 e v e 1 в  - I n  о  t  h e  r  
w о  r· d  в  p в  u  b  j  G  c: t  <ir> w a  n  t e  d w i. n d  c.) w i. n  t  h e  в  p a c e  t  о  a  11 о  v^f t h e  
e n  t r у  1 i g  h t . 1 n a d d  i  t  i o n  t o  t h e s e  f  i n c J  i n g в  B u  1 1 1 e r  a n d
В i  n G^ r  ( 1 9E)9 ) f  c^un ci a  1 i  n G?a r  r  g^  1 a  t  i  o n  в  h i  p  bG? t  v^een в  i  z  g  сэ f  
w i  n cJ о  v^ı 1Б a  n d  p e  о  p 1 e  в  ' в  u  b j  e  c: t  i  v  g? p  r" g  f  в r в  n  c  e  is f  a r t  h e m ;  
l a r c j j G  windG!)WB we:irG p r e f e r r e d  o v e r  B m a l l e r  o n e s  b e c a u s e  
t h e y  a  11 (;:)V''ied шог“в  d a y  1 i g h t  a n d / o r  s u n s h i n e  - ( C i  t e d  i n  K a y e  
a n d  M u r  r a y  , 19E:)2 , p . 6 1 7  )
F’a Г“a 1 I e 1 t.g:) t. hв в tudy above, prBvi auв wоr к bу I nu i. an d
Miyata rG^vealed the ciegree of relevance of various aspects 
of behavior to the activities taken in the environment- 
They used the-? term "visual environment" as well as the 
r e 1 a t i оn в I ^ .i. p s I:.)e t ввп t h e be h a  v i .  о r me a в l a  r ed  a n  d t h e 
B u b j  ec:tive assessmen ts of spaciousness. They cone ludG?cJ 
thats
The? variables strong affecting
s рас i ousn ess a re t he i11urn i nan c в an d 
window size. Thus the? activities
a ·!:?» ii> о c: i a t i n g w i (: h nr> p a c i. сэ u s n e is s i n t e r  m s сэ f 
relcsvance may well be "thoughtfLAl 
ac t i V i t i G?s " , " 1 Biz tur ing and ha v ing a
meeting" , "physical e?KGercises" and
"walking and standing". (1977, p.62).
A с1сэвс:? relatic?nship betv^ e^en satisfaction and spaciousness
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i i!j a 1 <;r> o i n d i. c a 10 d 11 g I'“ g t h g v a r i  a b 1 g m o s t s t r  a n g 1 y i'" e 1 a t g ci
to satisfaction was the window si 2:0  ^ suggesting that a big
window as well as other aesthetic elements was use?ful in
g i V i. n g c c ix p a n t a f e? e 1 i. n g o f a t i. s f a c: t i a n -
One of the important psychological dimensions which
w i. n t:l c:) w p i" c:) \' i. c;l e f o r i n d i. v i. d l.i a 1 s i. n i n t e r j. o r · ?r> paces i. s
iî pac: i. o IXsn eiir>«5, S pac: i. o usness i an impo r  tan t con s t r ixc t f o r
11 )e V i. sL.ia 1. c:|l.ia 1 i. ty a f s pace?s an c:l :i. s c 1 se 1 y re 1 a tec:l to
window size and position wi th reference to enc 1osure
f.) r  o vide c:I b y t h <3 v & r t i. c: a 1 e 1 e m e n t î» ( w a ]. 1 s ) o f i. n t. e r i. o r s - 
# __( I inamog 1 u , 1984 ) .
Mercer in a study found that rooms with windows and 
without windows were crucial in the processes of 
assessments and evaluations. The presence of windows 
p r o V i d e d a phenomenological e ;■! t e n s i v e n e s s ( 1 a r g e n ess) f o r 
interiors. (Cited in imamoglu, 1984, p.59). Eitudies have 
confirmed that windows create a sort of psychological 
eKtensiveoness and comfort to interiors as well as 
f:) r C3 V i d i n g i 11 u m i n a t i on.
In a study conducted by Imamoglu (1981), the degree of 
spaciousness was varied i*Jith thîe room's natural lighting, 
view and general atmospherei as well as its perceived sise 
and shape. It was found that for a room to be spacious, it 
must give a sense of extensiveness, it must possess large 
and wide windows and it must have daylight penetration in.
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C o n i!i i d 0 r" i n g w .i. n t;I a w r:r> a <.·> b 0 i n g i i-s a 1 a 1: e d f r  a m o t  0 r
a I'■· c: h i. 1 0 c t u r a I v a r  i. a b 10 s ^ we c: a t a 1 k a bou t a n d i n v 0 r t e d - Li 
ii> b a p 0 1'· 0 1 a t i o n i-i h i p b 0 twee ii w i n d o w size a r) d p s y c: h o 1 o g i 0 a 1
sati<=>f action . (Bee F igure 9). 3.n other words , people do
n o t p r  0 f 0 1'“ r“ o  o iii s w i 11" 1 1: o o 1 a r g 0 o r  too s in a 11 w i n d o w s . 
Fa o o m ?i> h a v i. n g s m a 1 1 w i. n d c:> w s g i. v e o c c: u p a t s a fee 1 i n g o f 
c 1 u 1:1 0 r  0 cJ n 0 s 115w h 0 r * 0 a s , r  a o in w i t h t a  a 1 a y- g 0 window s s 0 e in
1: o L) e u. n p J. 0 a :3 a  r ) t  a n cJ c: o I d » ( I in a o g 1 la ¡, 19 B )
window area/wailarea
l··^ ig 9 The R e la t io n s h ip  between w in dow -s ize  and 
psyc ho 1 og i c a  1 s a t i s f  ¿\c t io n  . ( I mamog 1 u 1984 ^
p - i^:> 1)
Gon s i  d e r  in  g wi.ndows in  re 1 a t  i  on w ith  a r  t i  f i c  i a  1 1 i  g h t i  ng j, 
I-A'ossler foLAnd th a t  when th e re  was an in c  revise in  
a r t i  f i.c i a  1 1 ig  h t in g  b e s id e s  an in c  rease  in  indow w id th ,
peop le  f e l t  thcamselves le s s  e n c lo se d  and le s s  r e s t r a in e d .  
( C i. I". 0 d i n T. m a m o g 1 la , 1981  ^ p . 3.) . In la i  a n d tl i  y a L: a (1973 ) , on
t In0 a th0r In¿\ncJ  ^ t  hr"oug In s 1:u d ie s  on va r  io u s  room mocJ0 1 s , 
f OLind t ha t when t he s i  z e o f  room and i l l  urn in a  t  i  on le v e l
6  b
Imamoglu (1981, 1984)  ^ using Spaciousness-Crampedness
8c ale referred to as S-O-S, carried out some stud ies to 
Linderstanc;l the meanincj and strixcti.ire of spaci.ousness in 
i n te r i o 1"s an d i t s r e 1 a t i on s h i p w i t h t he s i. z e an d os i t ion 
o f windows. The resu11s of his ekperimen ts can be 
r:i> u m m a r i 2:0? cJ a i!i I:) e 1C3 w s
1« In general j when v^ jindow si2:e increased^ the rooms were 
a s e s <i> e d a s I.1 e i. n g u) o r e p a c i c: li s  -
2. A significant effect on pe?rceived size of rooms was 
found to be related to the position of the windows. Rooms 
having windows on the^  long side were assessed as being 
larger but more unpleasant than ones having windows on the 
short side.
3. Window position affected the perceived clutteredness 
o f rooms . W i ndocs 1 oca 1:ed on t he hor t s id es ]. ead to the 
room^ being perceived as more clutteered. On the other hand 
window i ze a f f ec ted I:he a ppar"en 1: s i ze o f rC3omns; raoinhb 
appeared to be large ¡, ide and spac::e free when they 11 ac:l 
]. a r g e r a n cJ w i (.-i e r w i. n d o w 1=5 .
4. Rooms having windows on the short side^ as well as
ha V i n g a i n d o w a r ea /floor a r'ea , r"a t i o o f 157.
a p p e a r ■e d t. o b e c: r a m p e c:l a n c.1 c:) p p r e s s i v 0 .
increased, rooms were assessed as being more spacious.
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;[ n c o II c 1 u :i. o n i t c o u 1 d b e? s t a 10 d that!
The design practice of windows has a 
crueia 1 ro 1 0 in architecture and shou 1 d 
b e t r e a t  e cJ w i 11 ) a m ix 1 1 i f a c t r e d 
a (;.■) p r  o a c h - I ri t h e o p t i m i z a t i o n s t u d i e s a f 
windows, variables 1 ike i 1 lumination, 
V i ew 3 o r i en ta t ion ^ ven t i 1 a t i on an d
heating, subjective assessments and 
e Va 1 ua 1: i on o f in te r  i cdrs mus t a 1 scd be 
regard€?d as psychological factors
(imamog1u , 19B1 , p - 9 trans1a tion mine).
3.2.5« Furniture
Past research has shown that furniture density and 
f u I “ n i t u r e o r g a n i z a t i o n a f f e c t s t h e p e r c 0 p t i o n o f i n t e r i o r 
s p a c: e a n d I e a d t c;> c:l i. f f e r e n t t y p e sr> o f i t e r- a c: t i. o n 
patterns. (Sommer, 1969; Canter and Wools, 1970, cited in 
I mamog 1 u , 1976 ) . I n two s tud i es , I mamog 1 u (1973, 19E!i6 )
f o u n d a n i n V e r t e d u - s h a p e v" 0 1 a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n f u r n i t u r e 
d 0 n s i. t y a n d <:r> p a c i. c:) u s n e s e v a 1 u a t i o n s o f r' o o m s . K aye and 
Murray (1982) have assessed the effects of furniture 
density and arrange?ment on the "social-aesthetic" , 
"physical organization", "mood" and "size" factors that 
eme^ rge with respect to the specific stimuli and scales 
used .
T he e f f ec;: t c:> f o r cl e r .1 i n esi. s seen to be wi. t h t he geri e r a 1 
pleasantness of interiors, rathopr than receiving dirG?ct 
r e fs e a r c: l”i a 110 n 1: i. c:) n o n s p a c i o u s n e s . M a s 1 o w and hi i. n t z 
(1957) investigated the psychologic^nl effects of
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I;:) 0 a и. t  i  f u İp aver“ a g e a r) cJ u g iy  Г“ o o m «5 o n l: h 0 p 0 r" c 0 p t  i  a n сэ f t  h 0
mood s i  n f ac i  a 1 e к p re s s  i  on s - R esu l ts  in d ic a te d  th a t  t he 
u. g 1 у r o o m w a iî f o u n d to  be le s s  o Г” d e r 1 у than t h 0 b e a ı.ı t  i  f u 1
0 n e  -. tl o r  0 o V 0 r  p b. Iı e p a r t  i. c i. p a n t s i. n 111 e ı\ g 1 у г“ о о m h а d а
I 0 a с t i о n о f а v о i  cJ i n g t  he r" o o m - I n a s i m i. 1ar" ma 1 "i n 0 r", 
К a m a r e b.« a 1 и a n c:l К a ?:> m a r (1970 ) r a t e d a b e a u t  i. f u l  a n d a n
u g 1 у Г" о а in о n t h 0 E n v i r“ o n m e n t D 0 s c r i p t i o n S c: a 10 , i n w 11 i c h
1 b a p p 0 a r 0 cJ b I) a b t. h e \.x g 1 у r c:) c:> m w a s ra te  c:l a s h av i n g 1 e s s 
a e s t h e t ic  appea l p being  le s s  p h y s ic a l ly  organirred and was 
assessed  as be^  i  n g sma 11 e r c om pa red to  t he beau t i  f u 1 room .
( G i  b 0 ci i. n I in a İYİ og 1 u , 1976 p - 2 0 5 ) «
S a in и e 1 s о n a ri d L.. i. n d a i.i e r* (1976) 0 x per i  ence d 11"> e e f f e c t s о f 
b о b h a n 0 a b a n d a in e s s у г " a a in о n p e r  c 0 p t  i  о n p 0 v a 1 u a t  i  о n a n d 
p e r f  о r  in a r y c: e . T h e у f о i.i n d t  h a t t bi e me s s у r о о m h a d a  g 0 n e r a 1 
a p p 0 a Г“ a n c: 0 о f d i. s о г" ci 0 r a s> c о iîi p a r 0 d t  сз t  h 0 n 0 a b r“ о сэ in hav i. n g 
a n a 1::) p 0 a r · a n c ез о f о г  c:I e г  « 1 n а d cl i  t  i. o n t o t  h i. p the m e s s у
I “ o o m w a r:i> p 0 r  c: 0 i  v 0 ci a îs b e i  n g f i l l e d  up a n ci s m a İ le r  c сз in p a r  0 ci 
b o t  h 0 Г10 a t  C3 ne. In f a c t , t  h e s t и ci у d i. d n o t. e a c 11 у 
c: 1 a r i  f у i: h 0 0 f f 0 c t  o f d i  s сз r ci 0 r o f f u r“ n i  t u r e o n t  I“y 0
|;з e r* c e p t i. o n a n d в v 1 u a t i. o n , s i  n c e t bi e 10 r  iTi "d i. s o r d e r " was
regardeci in  term s C3f "m e ss in e ss” « (Imamc3ğlUp 1976)-
I İTİ a İTİ oğ 1 u (1976 ) o ri t  bi e сз t h e i" h a n d p e к p 1 o r" e d t  he e f f e c t s o f 
a r g a ri i  z a t i  o n · - d i  s сз r g a n .i. z a t  i  сз n o f f u i" n i  t  u r 0 сз n t  h 0
0 \' a 1IX a b i  сз ri o f r  a a in n d i. r 0 c b 1 у o ri s |:з a c:; i. o u s ri e s r a t  bi 0 r  t  bi a n
b h 0 e f f 0 c: t  s o f in 0 s s i  ri e c-s «5 сз г" u g 1 i  n e s c-ü . T h 0 r" e <5 u 11 o f t  bi в
spacic3usness evc-л 1 n a t io n s  in d ic a te d  th a t  as the room became
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m o r“ 0 a n d in a r“ e o r  d 0 r 1 y , .11 w a s p 0 r“ c 0 i  v 0 d as b e i  n g m a r 0 and
a) o r- 0 s p a c i. o la «ii „ T h) i. iis g e? n 0 1"· a 1 i  :·: a t  i. C3 n w a s v a 1 i  t:l f a r a 11 t  h 0 
t  h r 0 0 s j:) a c i. a u. s n 0 s f a c t  o r s s a p p e a l, p 1 a n n i  n g a n d s |:d a c 0 
•f i"‘ 0 0 cj c) nri« I I o e v e r , c: r a m f;) 0 t;l n e <;> s e v a 1 la a t i  o n s i  n c:l i  c: a t. e d t  h a t 
th e re  were no d if f e r e n c e s  betwo:?0 n d is o rg a n iz e d  and ve ry  
d i  s o r g a n i. z 0 c:l r  o o m s , w h 0 r e a s a n cd r· g a n i  z 0 d r  o o m w a s
p e rce iv e d  as being  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  l e s s  cramped than the
f o r  n) 0 r  o n 0 r;i« 1 n c: o n c 1 u s i. o n , i. t  w a s s t  a t  e d t hat t  h 0 l e v e l
o f  organ i  za t i o n  ' or  ov“d0r 1 i n 0s s  o f  f lirn i  t u r 0 in a r-c:)om
a f f c i c t e d  i t s  eval LAat i on s i g n i f i c a n t l y  in t erms o f  
<!:i p a c i  o Li i:r> n e <:·;> <:r> a n d c: r a m p e d n e f  a c: t o r“ s «
B p) a c:: :l o la s  n e i;i> i:> - · c: r a n) p 0 c:l n b s  i. s!> a d e r i  v a t  i  v e c o n c e p t  o f
o p0n n esi:r>.en c 1 osedness . An i ncJ i rec t s tudy an t he e f f ec t o f
f LA r  n i t; LA r 0 c:) n s |:) a c i o la s n e i"> s w a «r> p e r f o r  m 0 d b y IJ c: h i d a (1979 a , 
.1.979 b ) w h o a i. fT) e cJ to e x a m i n e t li e 0 n e o f v i s li ally cl. cj <:> e d 
spaces with the effect of such factors as perceived 
V o 1 u m e , s e n e o f a |:;) p r e s s i o n , a n d d 0 g r e e o f o |:) p v' e s s i o n . H e 
0 X p·) 1 o  r  B d t h 0 0 f f 0 c t of f L.i i"' n i. t la r 0 o n t li e s e r*) s e of v i s la a 11 y · - 
closed spaces regarding their placements in various 
p) a 110 r n s i n t h 0 r o o m s . C o n s 0 q u n 11 y , i t w a s f o u n d t h a t 
f u r  n :i. t u I·- e o r  g a n i z a 1: i o n h a d a s  t r n g 0 r" 0 f f e c i: a n t. h 0 s 0 n e 
o f o p) p r  0 s e; i o n t h a n t h e n u m b 0 r of f la r n i t la r 0 i. 10 m s 
(density)-
The? data by KayE^ and Murray (1982) also show a significant 
effect of furniturE? density on the ’'Organization Factor" 
and "Size Factor" (wherEi the latter factor is closely
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г е ]. а 10 с1 I: cj б |;:) а с: .1 о и s п е <!г> i:;>) w 110 г * 0 a б f u r n i t n r* 0 or g a n i z a t i о n 
was foLAnd not to be very effective- Moreover, the authors 
reía te "low d en s i tу " c ond i t i on w i t h б о с iope ta 1 an d
БОСiofuga1 ac tions » The terms "sociopeta1" and
"sociofugal" were introduced by Osmond in 1957 to describe 
f ur-n i  tur 0 a r  r angemen ts thi¿x t ar e pr*esumed tо t:)r ing peop 1 e 
t о g 0 1. h 0 r о r  ci r · i  v e t h 0 in a a r  t r e s p e c t i v e 1 у . ((" i t e d i n К a у e
an d Mu r ray , 1982 , p . ¿> 1 i ) . Low den s i t y-soc i о pe ta 1
c о n d i  t i о n «li w e r“ e f о u n d t о b e a p о s i t i v e a 11 i t u d e ( p о i t i v g  
a f f i. I i a t i. о n w hi i c h со r  r e s p о n d s> t о t hi e a p p r о a c h b g hi a v i. о r 
type) felt for the room in which furniture items were 
largely oriented towards each other. On the other hand, a 
' hiig hi d eni:r>i t у " соnd i t ia n , represen tecJ 1:)у the ¿\dcJ i t i.оn о f a 
f 0 w m о Г" e f LA r 11 i. t la r  0 i t e m , was f о la n c;l t о h) e e f f e c t i. v g  in 
ma к i n g t he r0 0m pe rc e p tua11у more "clu 110 red" an d 
"acc iden ta1".
Б t LA d i 0 s о n pace p 0 r cep t  .1. c:> n a n d t h e s i z e j la c;l g m e n t s , a s 
b 0 i n g c a r  r  i. 0 d a la t f r a ni a g e n e r“ a 1 p s у c I* 1 о 1 a g i c: a 1 s t a n d p о i n t , 
hi a V 0 d 0 a 11 w i. t h i 11 la s i. о г i <;r> w 11 i. c hi t: о u 1 d s e r v e as c la e s f о r 
the relationship between size and distance. The only group 
of stLAdies which seemed to be related to the? stLAdies of 
I m a in a g 1 u (1973 , 19& 6 ) c о n c: e r n i n g t h e 0 f f e c t о f f u r n i t la 1·" e
de?nsity COLA Id be? the one?s dt?aling v^ ithi "divided" or 
"filled" space.
“Г he "0 p p e? 1 -· К la n d t" II 1 la s i о n s t  ate t h a t я
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A divided line its overestimated in 
comparison to an undivided line of equal 
length (Cited in Imamoglu, 1973;, p.343).
By extension, a divided space seems to appear larger. But 
a question arises that could this be generalized to the 
subjo’ctive size estimation of interior spaces with various 
features experienced in a complex order? Should it be 
-ac c e p ted t ha t t he inore e 1 emeri ts a s pace c on ta i n s , t he 
larger it appears? An answer to these questions was given 
by I mamog 1 LA (1973 , 19E)6 ) i. n h i. s s t.ud i es , w he re t he? resu 11s 
indicated an inverse relationship between the amount of 
f u r· n i t u r e a n d e s t i m a t i on of size of r a a ms:
1, As for the? spaciousne?ss evaluations, the re?lationship 
between emp ty , fi.a r·n i she?d and over--flarn i sIted cond i t i ons and 
the?ir spaciousness evaluations appeared to be of an 
i nVer te?d la-·shape, that is, bo th an empty roc)ni and over— 
furnishe?d one is assessed to be less spacious than a
f LA r n i s h e? d o ne. T h e g e n e r a 1 t r e n d seems t o i n d i c a t e t h a t :
Some degree of furnishings has a positive 
e?ffect c?n spacioLAsness assessment... It 
seems that there is an optimal level for 
the furniture densitv'; when this density 
is exceeded, additional items start 
playing a negative role on people's 
fee1ings o f spac iousness (Imamog1u , 
1973, p.349-350).
The resLAlts of the crampedness evaluations indicated that
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ovG>r-"furnished rooms were evaluated as being significantly 
clutter£?d and appeared to be less spacious. Thus, it is 
confirmed that spaciousness is closely related to being 
' u n c. 1 u 11 e r в c;l " .
2. As for the size estimations, the relationship between 
perceived size and furniture density appeared to be 
inverse. In other words, the empty room is perceived as 
the largest and the overfurnished as the smallest. This 
c о n t r a d i c t e d 11 \ e "0 p pel -· К u. n d t" Illusion, that is, "filled" 
оr "diVided" sрасes can nоt be genera1i zed to full-size 
r о о (n s , w h e r e t I 't e r e i s a n i n t e r a c t i о n о f various factors.
Imamoglu, in his studies concerning either "the effect of 
f urn i. I:uгe оi■·■ gan i zatin " or " tf)e ef f ec t оf f urn i. ture 
density" on the spaciousness judgments, always concluded 
with a statement that judgments v-jere made in specific 
settings, under specific circumstances, thus, it needs a 
further experimentation to specify the degree to which 
thоse f ind ing s could be genera1i zed to the population in 
general and other settings having different layouts.
3.3 Spaciousness-Crampedness Scale (S-C-S)
Obviously, if a researcher is going to observe? a change in 
the subj e?c t (j udgmen t or behavior), because of the 
modifications through above mentioned architectural
variables in interior spaces, there must be some means of 
measuring that change. In other V'Jords, as Canter (1973) 
puts it, to measure the quality of the
e rt V i. r o n tn e n t / a c t i v i. 1: y i n t e r a c t i o n , a m e a s u r- i n g i n s t r u m e n t
is needed.
Semantic measurements have been used for many years as a 
systematic way of getting verbal reîîponse. The first of 
these, called "The Eîemantic Differential" was constructed 
by (Dsgood et.al., and has been used concerning aesthetics 
and perception of environments. In this type of
measurements, researchers use "E^ipolar Adjective Pairs" 
called seaman tic scales to describe? and to distinguish
among settings . (For a sample list of these word--pairs 
which are also used in the case studies see appıendİK A.l). 
All semantic responses given by means of adjective pairs 
are then treated with factor anailysis to find a few main 
dimensions along which a researcher can order his 
material.
Elemantic studies in environmental and architectural 
psychology often gave way to a space-related spaciousness 
or enclosedness dimensions, either directly or indirectly. 
(Imamoglu, 1986). The advantages of scales v*iere spelled 
out by a numbe?r of researchers whose studies have been 
d i Î3 c u s s e d t h r o u g h o u t t fi i s 111 e s i s ! C n t e r and Wools (c i t e d 
i n I mamog 1 , 1986) ; Ki.i İler (1973) ; Ac k .1 ng and Ku İler
(1972); Martyniuk et.al., (1973); Samuel son and Lindaut?r
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(.1976); Hendr.ick et,al., (1977); Kasmar (1970); Kaye and 
Murraxy (19E)2) and Kunishima and Yaxnase (1985).
Imamoglu, .in 1975 (cited in Imamoglu,, 1986) has developed, 
with theo same intention a E3pa\ciousness-Crampedness Scale 
(S-tD-S) hop.i.ng that this scale would not only clarify the 
mean in c; of spaciousness but a\lso provide a descriptive 
tool to evaluate interiors. He constructed this scale in 
five stages:
1. Selection and ratings of descriptive adjective pairs 
on appropriateness to describe the spaciousness of a room.
2. Selection and evalua^tion of interior slides in terms 
o f s p a c i o u s n e s s .
3» Ratings of selected slides with the final list of 
b i po 1 ar ad j ec: t i ve pa i rs .
4 . F a. c t o r a n a 1 y sis.
5. St?lection of the final adjective pairs for spaciousness 
a n d c: r a m p e d n e s s scales (s - c - s ) .
At the end of the final stage, the S--C-S contained 19 
adjective pairs and was made up of two parts; the first 
part consists of three spaciousness factors to describe
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' s p a c: i Q i.i <5 i n t e r i a i'" s ' t-j h 0 1'" 0 ¿4 is t h 0 <3 e? c a n cj j.! a r t c о n в i s t s о f 
fоlAr* c:ramp0 c:ln0 ss factоrwhi.c: l·) de<:·:>cr·i.be:? ' гаq t в|:;)aci.оu<:>
i n 1:0  Г“ i о Г" в ' - Т h 0 г 0 1 а 10 d a d .j 0 c t i v 0 p a i. i"* в о f I;.·) о 11") 
s p a c i. t.) LA s n 0 s s ¿4 n d c: r * a ai p) e:? d n в s s f a c t о r a r ce g ;i. v в n i. n гл p p 0 n d :i. к
I 1 u .1..· m
For spacious interiors, the? factors chosen are the
following:
i:)pa\ciousness F"actor 1» Appeal: This factor is related to 
the attraction, charm, appeal, pleasantness or homeliness 
o f  t Fi e i n t e r i о r s p a c e s , i n t e r i о r s .
Spaciousness Factor 2, Planning: This factor is relccted to 
t h e p 1 a n n i n g a s p e c t s о f i n t e r i о r s ; о i- g a. n i z t i. о n , b a 1 a n c e , 
c о о г d i n a t i о n , f i t n e s s a f t l i e r a о m t о i t s f i.i n c t i о n »
Sf.)aciousness F'actors 3. Space Freedom: TItis factor is nuade 
up of two aspects;!. Size (roomy, large) and 2.
C1u 11 e red ness (c rоwd i n g).
Fоr nоt spac iоus in ter iоrs , the? f ac t.оrs c: hоs n  are? the 
following;
Crcxmpedness Fc\ctor 1. Planning: This factor shows the 
planning and organiNation dimensions of an interior.
Crampedness Factor 2. Physical Size: This factor is
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related mostly to the size and perhaps the shape of 
interiors.
Crampedness Factor 3. Clutteredness: Thid factor
corresponds to the fullness and emptiness dimensions of 
rooms, regarding either to the number of people (social 
crowding) to the number of furniture items (density).
Crampedness Factor 4. Appeal: This factor indicates the 
feeling of cosiness, comfort, liveableness, attraction, 
charming or appeal .felt for interiors.
Spaciousness judgments of interiors by the help of S-C--S 
considers not only the affective aspects, such as how 
people feel and think about an interior, the emotional 
states resulting preference and choice between alternative 
interiors, but also their functional aspects such as fit 
between functional and phv'sical requirements and spaces.
Operational Use of Spaciousness-Crampedness Scale: In a
study involving S-C-S, the following steps are used:
1. For each spciciousness/crampedness factor, subjects give 
numeric values to the related adjective pairs, from 1 to 
7, where 1 represents the negative end of scale and 7 
r€?presents the positive end of scale for spaciousness 
factors. The reverse is valid for crampedness factors.
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2м For each spaciousness/crampedness factor,^ the given
numeric values are added.up and divided into the number of
adj ec tive pai rs re1ated to eac h spac iousness-c rampedness 
factors.
Steps 1 ¿\nd 2 are then repeated for each subject's rating^ 
for each of the spaciousness/crampedness factors.
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4. TWO EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON SPACIOUSNESS
4.1. Hypotheses
From the previous studies discussed in section 3.2., two 
basic hypotheses can be ge?nerated for the relationship 
between the effects of furniture organisation and 
spaciousness and for the relationship between the effects 
of the lighting arrangements cimd spaciousness.
F-"or the first relationship, it can be hypothesised (Hi) 
that :
The level of organisation or "order1iness" of furniture In
an interior space affects its perception and evaluation
significantly in terms of spaciousness and crampedness 
«factors. (Imamoglu, 1976).
The general statement above, may be interpreted as
implying that organised room will be perceived and
evaluated significantly different than the disorganised 
and very disorganised rooms.
F~urthermore, it can be hypothesised that as the room 
becomes more orderly, it will be perceived as being more
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spacious but as ths room became more disorderly, it will 
b e e V a 1 u a t. e d a s b e .i. n g (i o r e c r a (n p e d .
FoI- . the second i'-e 1 atiorishif3, it can be 1)ypothesined (I-12 ) 
that;
The perception and evaluation of spaciousness in an 
interior space is affected by difference« in the lighting
arrangement systems in an interior space. (Flynn, 1988).
With pel"phera 1 wa 11 --1 ighting systems, an interior· space 
i s p e r c e i V e d as being m o r e s p a c i o u s. 11 c an be
hypothesised that the perceived volume of an interior 
Í r. p a c e i s r e i n f o r c e d b y u n j .f o r m p e r i p h e r ■a 1 w a 11 · - w a s h i n g 
lighting which causes an overall room brightness.
( Smi. t l"i and Ber t ho lone, 1986).
W i t li v e I" l-t e a d d o w n 1 i g li t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t a n i n t e r i o r s p a c e 
is e!;pe;cted to be perceived as being less spacious than 
11 ) e o n e B li a v i. n g p e r i p h e r a 1 w a 11 - · lighting o r c o m b i n a t i o n 
1 i g h t i n g .
With combination lighting, an interior space is perceived 
as being more spacious than the ones having peripheral 
w a 11 -1 j. g h t i n cj a n d o v e r h e a d d o w n 1 i g I t t i. n cj . (M a r t y n i u k
et.al., 1973; Hendrick et.al., 1973).
It can also be hypothesised that the brightness difference
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between vE?rtic:al and horizontal surfaces affects 
subj£5ctive impressions of an interior space such as 
opf?nness/c losedncjss or spaciousness/crampedness.
Spaciousness is enhanced when vertical surfaces and/or 
c e i 1 i n g s u i" f a c e s a r e r e 1 a t i v e 1 y b r i g h t.
Crampedness is enhanced when vertical surfaces and/or 
ceiling surfaccjs are c^ uite dark, compared to the lov-jer 
horizontal plane. (Steff>', 1990).
In order to eKamine the validity of these? hypotheses, two 
case studies have been conducted and are presented in the 
remainder of this chapter by using the Spaciousness- 
Crampednesis Scale as a measurement tool for data.
4.2. Case Studies
Apart from the studies which imamoglu (1973, 1976, 1979,
1986) has carried out, a direct study of spaciousness in 
interiors has, so far, be£?n undertaken only by Inui and 
Miyata (1973, 1977). Using a uni--polar scal£3, their 
£?;:periments have mainly studied spaciousness in relation 
t£3 sky luminance?, heDrizcintal illuminance, room size and 
window width, using various scale models. (imamoglu, 
1973).
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The experimental studies to be reported here aim to define 
and explore the concept of spaciousness in relation to two 
variables, namely furniture organization and lighting 
a r r an g e m e n t.
4.2.1. Case Study 1. The Effect of Furniture Organization 
on the Perception and Evaluation of Spaciousness
Many researchers have used rooms in their studies that 
W£?re somewhat orderly and in general the effect of 
furniture organization on the way that rooms are perceived 
and evaluated has not received direct research attention. 
It is stated th£»t when in use, the order of the furniture 
in a room changes, at times becoming quite disorderly. 
(Imamoglu, 1976). The change in the furniture organization 
may hav'e an effect on the perception of the spaciousness 
of the room. '
Thus, as a first case study, the effect of three different 
furniture organizations on the assessment and evaluation 
of spaciousness-crampedness in an interior space has been 
studied.
Method of Study
SubJ ects:
Eighteen volunteer instructors and graduate assistants 
from the department of Interior Architecture and
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Environmental Deaign of Bilkent University were used as 
subjects. The mean a\ge of thc5 subjects was 35 years.
Stimuli :
The arrangemeint of furniture in a pentagonal ly shaped 
room was used as the stimulusâ. The room serves as an 
informal room for social intercourse, mainly for having 
tea or coffee during tea breaks. The floor is 48.62 square 
meters in area, and the ceiling height is 3.80 meters. It 
has two windows on one wall, each having a length of 190 
cm, and the distance between them is 240 cm. Its windows 
face north-west, and it has a view of a very close 
adjacent building through the windows. The floor is 
covered by a grey, speckled wall-to-wall carpet. The room 
has white painted walls and ceiling, and has windows with 
black vertical louvers. It is furnished with seventeen 
50k65 cm dark-brown seats, nine 50x50 cm brown small 
tables, 60x120 cm tea table in gray, 30x80 cm gray 
shelves, 50x90 cm brown book shelf, a brown round table 
having a diameter of 130cm, and finally five black tubular 
chairs, (see Figure 10 and Figures 18 to 29).
The arrangement of the furniture has been altered in the 
study in three diffe?rent organisations. As can be seen in 
Figure 10, in the first condition, the room (the organised 
one) had an empty space at the center of the room, with 
the three furniture groupings. In the second condition
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( d isorgan i zc-’d ) , the? room had the same furniture, in a 
random order. The third la>'Out shown in the figure refers 
to the very disorganised condition; the furniture was 
arranged in the room in a more or less haphasardl manner.
Procedure :
Subjects ‘were asked to take part in an experiment which 
aimed to explore the effect of three different furniture 
orgaxnisations on the assessment and evaluation of 
spaciousness (so the crampedness) of the tea room using a
7 point.bipolar rating scale. Each subject was given
instruction papers on the nature and set-up of the 
experiment. (See Appendix A.l) Upon ensuring that the 
subjects understood how to use the rating scales, they 
were asked to evaluate the room using the Spaciousness- 
Crampedness Scale developed by Imamoglu (1986).
The subjects were led to the room, asked to do the 
evaluations from any point in the room that they liked and 
were left alone in the room. After all subjects evaluated 
the room with a certain organisation, the furniture 
arrangement was altered and the subjects were asked to re­
evaluate the room using the same rating scales and 
procedure. The same procedure was repeated for the third 
arrangement. Each subject took less than 10 minutes to do 
a single e»valuation and for each room organisation the 
evaluations of the 18 subjects on the instruction sheets 
were completed within two v-jeeks.
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FiguTiri in Altered ar ranqemen ts of furniture in the rooiTi ; 
± w  Organized; 2, Disorganized ; 3. Very disorganized
ErJach caf the 18 subjects' evaluations on the 19 adjective 
pairs were converted into two sets of numerical scores of 
1 to 7, where 1 represents the negative end of scale, e.g. 
poorly organised, tiny, closed etc. and 7 refers to the 
positive one, e.g. well organised, open, huge etc. for 
spaciousness factors. The reverse is true crampedness 
factors. Then for each subject, the mean scores of the 
a d j e c t i v e pair s f o r t h e three spa c i o u s n e s s a n d f o u r 
crampedness factors were calculated. Table 19 and Table 20 
and Figure 31 and Figure 32 in Appendix Ei shows these mean 
scores respectively.
These two sets of scores were then used in the two 
separate ' (till 1 tivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for 
spaciousness and crampedness factors by using the SPSS 
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences) Statistical 
A n a 1 y s i s F-' a c k age.
Results related to Spaciousness Factors:
Table 2 and F'igure 12 show tFie mean scores for the 
spaciousness factors of appeal (FI); planning (F‘2) and 
space freedom (F3) of the organised room. These were 3,64, 
3,56 and 4.61 respectively; and those of the disorganised 
room were 2.40, 2,13, 2.82 and finally those of the ve?ry
Data Analysis:
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d.isorgan.t::ed room were 2-51., 2-34, and 2.31,
respectively.
Table 21 Meixn scores for the spaciousness Factors 
F'l, F2, F3 in different room organisations.
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
FI:Appeal 3.64 2.40 2.51
F2:Planning 3.56 2.13 2.34
F3:Space freedom 4.61 2.82 2.31
The differences between the three e;:perimental conditions 
of the room were analysed bv' a 3 (organised / disorganised 
/ very disorganised) x 3 (Appeal/planning/spcjce freedom) 
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with repeated 
measures design on two variables, namely furniture 
organisaxtion and spaciousness factors. Table 3 summarises 
the results of this analysis.
Table 3 Summaxry ta-xble, 3 x 3 multivariate anaxlysis
o f vaxr i>anc e ( MANOVA)
Source d.f ss rns F P
within cells 34 617989.28 18176.16
Factor 2 821304.94 410652.47 22.59 0.000
Within cells 34 154425.62 4541.93
Organization 2 83529.94 41764.97 9.20 0.001
Within cells 68 253715.23 3731.11
Factor X 
Organization■
4 68159.88 17039.97 4.57 0.003
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conditions. (p<0.29) This shows that organized condition 
of the room varied significantly from both the 
disorganized and very disorganized conditions. The 
decrease in the mean values between organized and 
disorganized was more substantial than the decrease in the 
values between disorganized and very disorganized 
conditions.
Table 4 Mean values for the main effect of 
o I'· g a n i z a t ion
Organized Disorganized Very Disorganized
3.94 2.45 2.39
Main effect of spaciousness factors: The main effect of 
spaciousness factors indicated that the mean spaciousness 
evaluations generally varied significantly in terms of 
spaciousne’ss factors. The mean values for the main effect 
of spaciousness factors f"l, F2 and F3 were 2.85, 2.68 and 
3.25 respectively, (see Table 5). Pairwise t-test analysis 
for these values indicated that the difference between 
the factors of planning and space--f reedom was 
statistical Iv' significant (p<0.015), but there were no 
significant diffe?rences between the factor of appeal 
versus planning, and afipeal versus space-freedom. (p<0.45; 
p < 0.094 res pec t i ve1y),
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Table 1:3 Mean values for the main effect of 
s p a c: i Q u ?·:> n e s s f a c;: t a r su
FI:Appeal 2.85
F2:Planning 2.68
F 3: S p a c G .f r g g cl om 3.25
Main Effect of Interaction: The interacti
c:) rg an i li: a t i on ai ) d s pac i oi.isn ess f ac: to rs can be seen i n
r·' i g u I'“ e 12 ( w h i c h r g? f e s t a t h e values i n T able 2 ) - A n
e X a m i. n a I:. i o n o f r·" i g u i" 12 a n d T a b 3. e? 2 e> h o w s t h a t, i. n 
g E3 n e r ·a 3. j, 111 e m e a n f o r“ a 3.1 ss p a c i o u s n e s f a c: i: o r" <:J e c: r e a s e d
aEi t he raoin becamb mc:) re c;I i. so rgan i z ec3 ■ T he decrease 
G b IE e r" V e d i n s p a c e f r" e e d o in f a c: t o r ( F 3) w a s r e 1 ¿i t i. v e 1 y in c) i" e 
t h a n i n f a c: t o r* s a p |:;) b a 1 a n d p 1 a n n i n g h
EooB Org.
Org. DiBorg., Very disor;.
F i g u r e 12 II e? a n s c o r- e s f cd r" s (:) a c: i o u ej ness f a c t o r s I·-" i , 
F2 j F Q f  t he organ i. zed ^ d isor·gan i zb d and very 
d i E") o r g a n i z b ci r o a m ej
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The .interaction between furniture organ i ;:a tion and 
spaciousness factors were analysed bv' a pairwise t-test 
analysis which can be seen in Tahjle 6 and in Table 7.
Table 6 Levels of significance between room 
c o n d i t ion s f o I'· s p a c i o u s n e s s; factor's.
0 DO 0- V.DO DO - V.DO
FI:Appeal p=Q.OOP p<Q.009 p<0■762
F2:Planning p=0.000 p<0.014 p<0.519
F3:Space freedom p=0.000 p=0.000 p<0.107
Table 7 Levels of significance between 
spaciousness factors in the thr'ee 
c. o ri d i t i o n s c) f 111 e r o o m.
0 DO Y. DO
F1-F2 p<0.682 p<0.047 p<0.475
F1-F3 p=0.000 p<0.035 p<0.581
F2-F3 p<0.001 p<0.004 p<1.0 0 0
As can be seen from Figure 12 and Table 6, the difference 
betvMc-sen organised versuis disorganised and or'ganised versus 
very disorganised conditions of the room was found to be 
s i g n i f i cf a n t f o r all s p a c i o u s n e s s f a c t o r s . ( p ~0.000,
p ”0.000 , p ==0.000 a n d p < 0.009 , p < 0 . d) 14 , p < 0 -10 7
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respectively) whereas the means fear all the three 
spaciousness factors did not show any significant 
difference between organised and very disorganised 
conditions of the room. (p<0.762, p<0.519, p<o.l07 
respectively). As is clearly seen from Figure 12, the 
least affected factor by very disorganised condition and 
the most affected factor by organised condition of the 
room was the space freedom factor. The interaction showed 
that in the organised and disorganised condition the room 
was evaluated relatively higher on space freedom factor 
than factors appeal and planning. This means that the room 
was evaluated as being less cluttered and less crowded in 
organised condition of the room when compared to very 
disorganised condition of the room.
F-"igure 12 ' indicates that the means for the factors of 
appeal (FI) and planning (F2) decreased between organised 
and disorganised conditions, whereas there was an increase 
between disorganised and very disorganised conditions. The 
decrease as well as the increase of the means were almost 
parallel to each other, although the means of these two 
factors were close to each other and did not show any 
significant difference in the organised condition 
(p<o.682, see Table 7), in the disorganised condition the 
means were very close to being significant (p<0.047). In 
the very disorganised condition of the room, the factors 
of appeal and planning did not show any significant change
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Table 7 and Fi.gi.ire 12 show the interaction between 
spaciousness factors of appeal (FI), planning (F2) and 
space freedom (F”3). As is clearly seen there were 
significant differences observed between F3 and Fi and 
between F3 £\nd F2 in organized and disorganized 
conditions, whereas there? were not any significant 
diffeerences obse?rved in very disorganized condition of the 
room.
As for the? appeal factor (FI), Table 6 shows that the 
differences between organized and disorganized conditions 
in ciddition to the differe?nces between organized and very 
dise?rganized conditions c?f the room we?re significrant 
(p=0.000, p<0.009 respectively), whe?reas the difference 
between disorganize?d and very disorganized conditions was? 
not found to be significant (p<0.762). This indicates that 
both the disorganized and very disorganized conditions of 
the room were rcited almost the same, both being lesis 
appea 1ing than the organized one.
As regards planning fcuctor (F2), Table 6 shows that the 
differences between organized and disorganized conditions, 
in addition to the differences between organized and very 
disorganized conditions of the room the room were 
significiint (p“0.000, p<0.014 respectively), whereas the
(pCO.475).
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differoncG between disorganised and very disorganized 
conditions of the room was not found to be significant 
(p<0.519), hence indicating that disorganized and ve’ry 
disiiorganized rooms were evaluated almost the same, being 
poorly planned and failing to satisfy the functional 
requirements when compared to organized room.
As regards space freedom factor (F3), Table 6 indicates 
that the differences between organ izc?d and very 
disorganized rooms, in addition to the differences between 
organized and very disorganized rooms were significant 
(p”0.000, P--0.000 respectively), whereas the difference 
between disjorganized and very disorganized rooms was not 
found to be significant (p<0.i07). This shows that 
disorganized and very disorganized rooms were evaluated as 
being cluttered (cramped) when compared to organized one-’.
Results related to Crampedness Factors:
Table 8 and Figure 14 shtjw that the mean secures fc3r the 
crampedness factesrs of planning (FI), physical size (F2), 
c;luttcsredness (F3) and appeal (F4) of the? organized rcDom 
were? 4.50, 3.61, 3.47 and 4.37, respectively. Those of the 
disorganized rc3om were 6.01, 4 46, 5.60 and 5.67, and 
thc3se of the very disorganized room were 5.76, 5.22, 6.12 
and 5.43, all respe’ctively.
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Table B Mean scores for the crampedness factors 
FI, I'-·'2, F'·"3, F" 4 in di. f ferent room organizations
Fl:Planninq
Organized
4 .50
Disorganized
6.01
Very
Disorganized
5.76
F2:Physi c a1 siz e 
F’3 : ciutteredness
3.61 4 .4>
3.4 7 5.60
F4:Appeal 4 .37 5.67
5.22
6 . 1 2
5.4 3
The differences between these three experimental 
conditions of the room were analyzed by a 3 (organized / 
d i s o r g a n i z e d / v e i ~ y d i s o r g a n i z e d ) x 4 ( p 1 a n n i n g / p h y s i c a 1 
size / ciutteredness / appeal) multivariate analysis of 
variance (MANOVA) with repeated measures design on two 
variables, namely furniture organization and crampedness 
factors, tl’ie results of this analysis is whicli have been 
summarized in Table 9.
Tzible 9 Summary table, 3 x 4 multivariate analysis
o f var iance (MAMOVA)
Source df ss ms F P
within cells 51 21P531.96 4284.94
Factor 3 30275.79 10091.93 2.36 0.08 3
Within cells 34 137305.64 4038.40
Organization 2 183033.86 91516.93 2.66 0.000
within cells 102 1047602.81 10270.62
Factor X 
Organization
6 1427631.69 237938.62 23.17 0.000
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Pairwise t--test analyses for these values indicated that 
the differences between the organized versus disorganized 
cond.itions and orcjanized versus very disorganized 
conditions were signif icijnt. (p<0.0000, for both), but the
difference between the disorganized versus very 
di'i»orgc\nized conditions was not, (p<0.29). Mote that the 
increase in the values between organized and disorganized 
conditions was much more than the increase in the values 
between disorganized and very disorganized conditions. 
There was a little difference in the crampedness 
evaluations of the? last two conditions of the room, in 
other words, the? organized condition varied significantly 
from the? disorganized and very disorganized conditions. As 
a gene?ral trend, as the degreee of organization of a room 
de?cre?ased it was perceived as being more cramped.
Table 10 Mean values for the main effect of
organization
Organized Disorganized Very Disorganized
3.99 5.44 5.63
Main effect of interaction: The interaction of
organization and crampedness factors can be seen in Figure 
14 (which refers to the values in Table 8)
An eKamination of Figure 14 and Table 8 shows that, in
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general, the means for all crampedness factors increased 
as the room became more disorganised. However, the
increase observed in the means of physical size factor v-Jas 
relativelv' less than in the appeial , palanning and
c1u 11e red n ess f ac to rs.
The interaction between furniture? organization and 
crampedness factors were analyzed by a pairwise t-test,
analysis which can be seen in Table 11 and in Table 12.
Table 11 Leye?Is of significance be?tween room 
conditions for crampedness factors
0 - DO 0 -V.DO DO - V.DO
FI:Planning p= 0 .000 p< 0 .007 p<0.407
F2:Physical size p< 0 .001 p = 0 .000 p<0.021
F3:Clutteredness p=0.000 p=0.000 p<0.022
F4:Appeal p = 0 .000 p < 0 .023 p<0.486
Table r2'Leve?ls of significance beatweeen crampedness 
factors in the three conditions of the room
0 DO V. DO
F1-F2 p<0.003 p=0.000 p<0.094
F1-F3 p<0.001 p<0.012 p<0.212
F1-F4 p<0.554 p<0.030 p<0.059
F2-F3 p<0.516 p=0.000 p=0.000
F2-F4 p<0.013 p=0.000 p<0.537
F3-F4 p=0.000 p<0.675 p<0.051
As can be seen from Figure 14 and Table 11, the difference 
be?twee?n organized versus disorganized and organized versus 
very disorganized conditions of the room was found to be
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sign i f i c: a n t f o r all c i '* a in p e (d n © s s f a c t a r's ( p - 0 - C) <I) 0, p ·< 0 - C) 01, 
p ··-0.000 p p 0.0 0 O a n d p < 0 - 007 , p ~0,000 ^ p ~0.000 ^ p < 0 . O 2 :iT. 
respectively);, whereas for factors planning (f-1) and 
appeal (F'4) there was not any significant difference 
observed between disorganized and very disorganized 
condi tions of the room « For fac tors c1utteredness (F3) 
and physical size (F4), on the other hand;, significant 
differences observed between disorganized and very 
d i. s o r“ g a n i zed c a n cJ i. t i a n ^r> a f t In e r o o m ( p 0.021;, p ·< 0 . C> 2 2 
respec tively) . As is clearly seen from Figure 14;, the 
least affected factor by organized condition and the most 
affected factor by very disorganized condition of the room 
was the c1utteredness fac tor.
The interaction showed that in the organized and 
disorganized condition the room was evaluated relatively 
higher on planning factor than the other factors which 
means that the room was evaluated as being well planned 
(we11 organized) in the organized condition whereas in the 
disorganized condition it w^ s^ eva 1 uated as being poor 1 y 
planned and failed to satisfy the? functional requirements.
Table 12 indicated that although the mean values of 
factors physical size (F2) and c luttere^dness (F3) were 
close to each other in the organized condition of the room 
whe^reas in disorganized and very disorganized conditions 
the differo??nces between the means were signif icant ly
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d i f f e r e n t ( p ~=0.000, p ”0.000) .
Regarding the physical size factor, as can be seen in 
Table 11, the differences between organized versus 
disorganized, organized versus very disorganized and 
disorganized versus very disorganized conditions of the 
room were found to be significant (pCO.OOl, p=0.000, 
p<0.021 respectively). Thus, when the room became more 
disorganized it is evaluated as being smaller, narrow and 
tiny. It can be concluded that a room becomes most crarnp6?d 
in the very disorganized condition.
As for the c 1 utterednc-?ss factor, in addition to the 
significance of the difference between organized v'ersus 
disorganized and organized versus very disorganized, also 
thiit between disorganized and very disorganized conditions 
were significant (p"0.000, p~0.000, p<0.022 respectively). 
Thus when the room became more disorganized, the interior 
appeared to be more cluttered than organized one.
The means for the planning and appeal factors increased 
between organized and disorganized conditions Whereas 
there was a decrease in the means of these two factors 
between disorganized and very disorganized conditions.
We have to note that the increase and decrease of planning 
and appeal factors was almost parallel to each other,
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although the mean values of these two factors were close 
to each other in the organised condition which means that 
there was not any significant difference observed 
(p<0.554, see Table 12), in the disorganised condition the 
difference between the means was somewhat significant
(p<0.030). In the very disorganised condition the 
difference between the means v-jere not also significant
(p<0.059).
As for the planning) factor, Table 11 indicates that the 
differences between organised and disorganised in addition 
to the difference between orcjanised and very disorganised 
conditions of the room were sirjn if leant (p==0.000, p<0.007
respectively), however the difference between disorganised 
and very disorganised rooms was not found to be
significant. This indicates that both the disorganised and 
very disorganised conditions of the rooms appeared to be 
less well-planned and seemed to fail to satisfy the 
f u n c t i o nal r e q u ire m e n t s .
As regards the appeal factor, Table 11 shows that the 
difference between orgjanised and disorganised, in addition 
to the difference between organised and very disorganised 
rooms were significant (p"0.000, p<0.023 respectively),
whereas the differences between disorganised and very 
disorganised rooms was not. This indicates that both the 
disorganised and very disorganised rooms were evaluated as
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4.2.2. Case Study 2. The Effect of Lighting Arrangement on 
the Perception and Evaluation of Spaciousness
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In p a r a l l e l  w i t h  a s t u d y  p e r f o r m e d  by H e n d r i c k  e t . a l . ,  
(1977)., t h r e e  l i g h t i n g  a r r a n g e m e n t s  w e r e  se?looted a s  the 
t h r· 0 0 ci i. f f 0 r  0 n t c о n d i. t. i. о n s a f 1110 r о о m n p в r i p h e r a 1
1.1. g h 1: i n g ( w a 1 .1 · ■ w a s 11 i n g ) ., сэ v 0 r h e a d d i r  0 c t 1 i g h t i n g - 1 ) i g h
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intensity (a type of the down 1ighting system) and a 
combination of the two.
Method of Study
Subj ects:
Seventeen volunteer instructors and graduate assistants 
from the department of interior Architecture and
Environmental Design of Bilkent University were used as 
subjects. The overall mean age of the subjects was 35 
years.
Stimuli :
The same? room was used as in the first case study. The 
furniture and its arrangement was kept constant throughout 
the study. The furniture arrangement was kept constant as 
in the actual condition.
Treatment of The Room According to the Lighting
Arrangements : For peripheral lighting arrangement (wall- 
washing), the junction of the ceiling with the walls of
the room was lined with 40 watt(120cm) "warm white"
fluorescent lamps. 19 fluorescent lamps were fixed in a 
linearly continuous manner underneath a plywood housing, 
the inner and outer surfaces of which were painted in 
white in order to increase the reflectance and to create a 
diffuse 'lighting on the walls, (see Figure 15).
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For the overhead direct lighting j, 40 watt (120 cm) 
fluorGiscent Ic’imps were used again, the quantity of lamps 
and their power consumption remaining the same?, (19 
fluorescent lamps). Structural mounting fixtures were 
used, in which the fluorescent lamps we?re grouped in five 
plywood boxes- The inner surfaces of the boxes were 
covered with black matte papers in order to reduce 
ref1ec tion and to d i rec t all the 1ig ht downward as muc h as 
possible to give a downlighting effect, (see F“igure 16). 
Those five? boxes were fixed on top of each seating 
location as shown in Figure 17 and in Figures 18 to 29.
For combination lighting, the peripheral lighting system 
and overhead down lighting sytem were? used toge?ther with 
a total of 18 fluorescent lamps.
Rating Scales:
The same rating scales for Spaciousness and Crampedness 
Factors were used for the three different licjhting 
conditions of the room as in the first case study.
Procedure:
The? same procedure was used as in the first case study, 
apart from the change of the nature of the stimulus.
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1 (=LJ 1
j lO
1
c·^
530 lux
544 lux
F i g u r e  17 P l a n  d r a w i n g s  for r o o m  c o n d i t i o n s  w i t h  i. 
p e r i p h e r a l  l i g h t i n g ,  2« o v e r h e a d  d o w n  l i g h t i n g ,  3» 
c o m b i n a t i o n  1 i q h t i n g
F-igure 20 Comtiinatian .1 igFtting from position 1
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F i g u r e  21 P e r i p h e r a l  l i g h i t n g  f r o m  p o s i t i o n  2
F i g u r e  2 2  O v e r h e a d  d o w n  l i g h t i n g  f r o m  p o s i t i o n
F" i g u r e 2 3 C o m b .1 n a t i o n 1 i g h t i n g f r o m  p o s i 1 1 o n
F i g u r e  2 5  O v e r h e a d  d o w n  l i g h i t n g  f r o m  p o s i t i o n
F i g Li r e 2 6  C a m b i n a t i o n l i g h t !  n g f r o m p o s i. t i o n 3
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I■■■·l.yurв Peripheral lighting from position 4
Figure 28 Overhead down lighting from position 4
F i g u r e  2 9  C o m b i n a t i o n  l i g h t i n g  f r o m  p o s i t i o n  4
Data Analyses;
EE c; h o f 111 e s e v e n t e e n s u b .j sets' e v 1 u a t i о n s о n t e 19 
a d .j & c t i V e p a i r s w e r  e c: a n v e i'" t e d i n t о t w о s. e t s a f n u m e r i c a 1 
scoretsi 1 to 7 w i t h  1 r e p r e s e n t i n g  the n e g a t i v e  e n d  of the 
s c a 1 e , e . g . s m a 11 , c 1 u 11 e r e d , r s p e l l i n g  e t c . ,  ai n d 7 
r e f e r r i n g i. о t h e p о s i. t i v e one, e . g . 1 b. r g e , и n c 1 u 11 e r e d ,
i n V i t i n g , о t c:. for s p a c i о u s n e s s f a c: t о r s . T h e rev e i" s e w a s 
true for the cramped ness factors. For each subject, tEte 
mean scores of the adjective pairs for eacli of the three 
spaciousness and four crampedness factors were calculated. 
Table 2.1. and Table 22 and Figure 33 and Figure 34 in 
A p p e n d i;; B, sit о i-j t. I t e r e s u 11 s о f t h i s c a 1 c u 1 a t i о n .
These two sets of scores were then use’d in the two 
separate " multivariate analyses of variance (MAMDVA) for 
spaciouEiness and cr£jmpedness factors by using the SF-'SS 
(S t a t i s t i c a 1 P a c k age for S о c i a 1 £> c i e n c e s ) £51 a t i s t i c a 1
A n a 1 у s i s I·' a c k age.
Results Related to Spaciousness:
Table 13 slnows tEie mean scores for tlie three spaciousness 
factors of appeal (F'Tl), planning (F-2) and space freedom 
(FE?i) of the peripheral lighting arrangement which were 
4.8 5, 4.0.2 and 4.29, res pec t i ve 1 у. T Fiose о f t lie о ve r head
d D w n 1 i g h t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t w e r e .3.81, 3.99 and 3.85 a n d
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finally those of the combiniition of peripheral lighting 
and overhead direct-high intensity lighting were 
4.42,, a n cj 4.6 0 all r' e s p c? c t i v e 1 y .
Table 13 Mean scores for the spaciousness factors 
FI, F2, F3 in different lighting arrangements.
Peripheral L. Overhead D.L. Combi. L.
FI:Appeal 4.85 3.81 4.65
F2:Planninq 4.02 3.99 4.42
F3:Space freedom 4.29 3.85 4.60
The differences between the three experimental conditions 
of the room were analyzed by a 3 (peripheral / overhead 
direct / combination) k 3 (appeal / planning / space 
freedom) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with 
repeated 'measures design on two variables. Table 14 
summarizes the results of this analyses.
As can be seen in the table, neither the main effects of 
spaciousness factors and lighting organizaxtions nor their- 
in ter act ion were found to be statistically significant at 
the 0.05 lejvel, (p<0.093, p-<0.057, p-iO.059 respectively). 
T h u 3 , i t w a s f o u n cJ t h a t d i f -f e r e ri t 1 i g h t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t s i n 
the room did not affect its evaluation in terms of 
spaciousness ’factor"s .
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Table 14 Summary table, 3 ;< 3 multivariate analysis 
of variance (MAIMOVA)
Source df SS ms F P
within cells 32 141479.12 '4421.22
Factor 2 22593.10 11296.55 2.56 0.093
within cells 32 636055.67 19876.74
Light. Arran. 2 124663.88 62331.94 3.14 0.057
within ceils 64 313129.54 4892.65
Factor X  
Light. Arran.
4 46976.90 11744.23 2.4 0 0.059
Results Related to Crampedness Factors;
Table 15 Mean scores for the crampedness factors 
F1, F 2, F 3, F 4 i n d i f f e i" e n t 1 i g ti t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t s
Peripheral L. Overhead D.L. Combi. L.
FI:Planning 3.79 4.00 3.53
F2:Physical size 3.28 4.03 3.16
F3:Clutteredness 3.85 4.06 3.49
F4:Appeal 3.22 4.20 3.39
Table 15 shows the mean scores for the four crampedness 
f a c t o r 5 o f pIan n i n g (F1), physical size (F2), 
c 1 u11eredness (F"3 ) and appeal (F4 ) . F"or the peri pFtera 1 
lighting arrangement they were 3.79, 3.29, 3.85 and 3.22, 
r e s p e c t i v e 1 y. T I t a s e i n d o w n 1 i g h ting w e r e 4.. 00, 4.03, 4.06 
and 4.20, and finally those in the combination were 3.53, 
3.1 (f:>, 3.4 9 a n d 3.3 9, r e s p e c t i v e 1 y.
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The differences between these three e;·; perirnen ta 1 
conditions of the room were analyzed by a 3 (peripheral / 
overhead down / combination) x 4 (planning /physical size 
/ c: 1 Litteredn€?ss / appeal) multivariate analysis of 
variance (MAMOVA) with repeated measures on two variables, 
namely lighting arrangement and crampedness factors. The 
results of this analyses are summarized in Table 16.
Table 16 Summary tables, 
o f V a r i a n c e ( M A M 0 V A )
4 m u 11 i V a r i a t. e a n a 1 y s i s
Source df O C7kJ ms F P
Within cells 48 247784.81 5162.18
Factor 3 33795.27 11265.09 2.18 0.102
¥;i Llii n cells 32 669011.51 20906.61
Light. Arran. 2 173867.32 86933.66 4.16 0.025
Withiir cells 96 585148.22 6095.29
Factor X 
Light. Arran.
6 41854.95 6975.83 1.14 0.343
As it is seen in the table, only the main effect of 
1 ;i. g it t i n g a r r a n g erne n t s ( o r g a n i z a t i on) was s i g n i f i c a n t
(p"Ul),025) whereas crampedness factors and the interaction 
(of organization and crampedness factors) did not show any 
s i g n i f i c a n c e. ( p < o. 10 2, p < 0.343 r e s p e c t i v e 1 y ) .
Main Effect of Lighting Arrangements: The main effect of 
lighting arrangements indicated that the mean crampedness
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e? V a 1 Li a t i o r) =5 v a r i e d i n t h e t l-ı r" 0 0 0) i p 0 r i i л 0 n t a 1 c o n d i t i o n з .
Лб сап be seen in Table 17 and F-“igure 30 in the peripheral
1 i g h t i n g t h e о v e r" a 11 m 0 an 0 v a 1 u a t i о n о f t h 0 f e u r“
c r a iЛ p e d n e i:r> f a c: t о r w e r e 3 и 5 4 ; i. \ \ t l-i ei d a w n 1 i. g h t i n g ;i. t
i n c r · 0 a Б 0 d 1: о 4 u C) 7 ; w I i 0 r  0 a в i n t h 0 c о îî) b i n a t i о n i 1: w a в
1 QW0E-> t n 3 . 3 9  «
T a b 1E 17 M 0 a n v a 1. u e i:-r> f о i · t h 0 m a i. n e f f e c t о f 1 i. g h t ;i. n g 
a r r a n g e m e n t в
3.
1 Peripheral L. Overhead D.L. Combi. L. 1
1 3.54 4.07 3.39 1
r.l Ï _ to?
— I--- ]---- 1----
p e r i p h e r a l  o v e r h e a d  c c r b i n a l i o n
L i g h t i n g  A r r a n
Figure 30 Mean evaluations as a function of the 
levels of lighting arrangements and crampedness
F"'airwise t.test analysis for these values shows that the
difference between peripheral lighting v tarsus overhead 
d i r e c t 1 i g h t i, n g a n d о v e r h e a d cl i. r e c t lighting versus 
combination lighting was found to be significant 
( p < 0 » 0072 ; p ·< 0 - 0001 ) , w hee r eas , t he d i. f f e r en ce between
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peripheral lighting and combination lighting was not found 
to be significant. (p<0.44). This means that when the 
lighting condition changed from peripheral to overhead 
direct lighting, the room was evalucvted as being more 
cramped. When the lighting arrangement was changed from 
overhead direct lighting to combination, the room was 
evaluated as being less cramped. Moreover, it seems that 
the difference between overhead direct lighting and 
combination lighting is much more significant than the 
difference between peripheral lighting and overhead direct 
lighting. In addition, the room was perceived as being 
most cramped when overhead down lighting system was used, 
whereas i t was eva 1 uated as being 1 east c ramped only wlien 
combination lighting system was in use.
In addition to all these findings, it was indicated 
through comments made by participants during and after 
experiment briefing, that, they found some of the 
conditions of room either pleasant or unpleasant with 
respect to the differences in modifications of the tested 
variables, however these feelings or emotions have not 
yielded definite behavioral outcomes towards the space.
4.3. Discussion
This section contains an overall discussion of the 
findings of the-? two case studies variables.
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Case Study 1. The Effect of Furniture Organization on The 
Perception and Evaluation of Spaciousness
This experimental study tested the-? effects of various 
furniture organizations in a room on spaciousness and 
crampedness as measured by the S-C-S. Thus, it examined a 
"relation question."
first hypothesis (HI)
study par t i a 11 y supported the
T hey indicated that the
of furn i ture i. n the room
évaluât!on sign i f i c;an 11 y, only
fac tors - T* hi i s f i n dling i?r> i n
f .i n cj i n g s of an ear lier study
conduc ted by Imamog1u (1976).
As far as the spaciousness evaluations were concerned the 
study showed that perception and evaluation of 
spaciousness varied mainly as a function of the room 
organization. The? main effect of orc)anization and 
interaction confirme?d an extension of HI that organized 
condition of the room was perceived and evaluated to be 
si’gnif icantly different than disorganized and very 
disorganized conditions of the room. This indicated that 
as the room became more organized, it was e?valuated as 
being significantlv' more spacious thus less cramped than 
the disorganized and very disorganized rooms. This general
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result could be said of all the spaciousness factors 
(appeal, planning, space freedom).
It qan be said that 1 eve?Is of organisations we?re? found to 
be effective? in measuring and evaluating spaciousness in 
interiors where the? thre?e spaciousness factors we?re? used 
as the means.
As far as the crampedness evaluations were concerned, the 
study showe?d that perception and evaluation c?f crampeedness 
varied mainly as a function of the room organisation. The 
main effect of organisation and interaction confirmed an 
e?xtension of Hi that the organised room was perceived and 
evaluated to be significantly different than the 
disorganised and s'ery disorganised ones. This means that 
3.S the room became more disorganised, it was evaluated as 
being morfe cramped.
Eiesides the results discussed above it was also found that 
crampedness factors failed to be effective in measuring 
crampedness of interiors. This contradicts the findings of 
the study which Imamoglu had carried out in 1976.
When comparing the spaciousness and crampedness 
evaluations it seems that the spaciousness factors are to 
be regarded as more powerful tools thcxn the crampedness 
factors'in assessing interiors in terms of orderliness of 
furniture in interior spaces. This result could also be
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eKplained as follows: the orderliness of interior spaces 
werE? evaluated and measured more effectively by the means 
of spaciousness factors rather than crampedness factors
Case Study 2. The Effect of Lighting Arrangements on The 
Perception and Evaluation of Spaciousness
This eKperimental study on the other hand, tested the 
effects of differences between three types of lighting 
arrangemejnt systems in a room. Thus, it has eKamined a 
"difference question." Table 10 and Figure 17 shows the 
intensity measurements which were taken from the three 
poin ts in 11 )e room.
Table 18 Illuminance measurements
Peripheral 
lighting.
Overhead down 
lighting
Combination
lighting
1st position 350 lux 200 lux 530 lux
2nd position 314 lux 231 lux 532 lux
3rd position 293 lux 250 lux 544 lux
The results partially supported the hypothesis (H2) that 
different lighting arrangement systems in an interior 
space affect its perception and evaluation in terms of 
spaiciousness and crampedness.
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As far as the spaciousne?ss evaluations were concerned, the 
results indicated that different lighting arrangements in 
the room did not affect its perception and evaluation in 
terms of spaciousness because neither the main effects of 
spaciousness factors and lighting arrangements nor their 
interaction v-jere found to be significant.
As far as the crampedness evaluations were concerned, the 
three? lighting conditions resulted in different 
crampedness evaluations. It can be stat«?d that in 
crampedness evaluations, the results showed that 
perceeption and evaluation of spaciousness / crampedness 
varied significantly as a function of the three? different 
lighting arrangement systems. Both the rooms with 
peripheral lighting and combination lighting were assessed 
as being less cramped than the room with overhead down 
lighting.'· '
As re?gards pc-?ripheral lighting arrancjeme?nt, the hypothesis 
(Steffy, 1990) that a room seems to be more spacious / 
1 ess c ram ped w i t h pe r i p he r a 1 light i n g --a 11 wa 11s, was 
supported.
As for overhead direct lighting, the hypothesis; that the 
room was perceived and evaluated as being less 
spacious/more cramped was supported.
In the combination lighting arrangement, the room was
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perceived and evaluated as being the most spacious/least 
cramped. The reason was that the room had a fairly uniform 
lighting and peripheral areas as well as the center area 
of the space obtained the most illuminance values when 
compared to the other room conditions. The perceived 
brightness of the space was at the highest value and as a 
result the effect has been assessed as the most spacious /
1 e a s t c r a m p e d .
The room with overhead direct lighting was assessed to be 
significantly different than the rooms having either 
peripheral lighting or combination lighting. Both the 
rooms having pe r i |:j he ra 1 1 i g h t i n g o r comb i n a t i on 1 i g h t i n g 
arrangements assessed to be almost the same in terms of 
spaciousness and crampedness. In addition, it was also 
found that in crampedness evaluations, the difference 
b e t ween o v e r 11 e a d d o w n 1 i g h t i n g and c o <n b i n a t i a n 1 i g h t i n g 
was much more significant than the difference between 
overhead direct lighting and peripheral lighting.
Different lighting arrangements in the room, resulted in 
differences in illumination measurements. As regards the 
measurement taken at three points in the room (see Table 
18 and Figure 17), it was found that peripheral lighting 
and combination lighting arrangements differed
substantially in terms of illumination, whereas there was 
not any signific£^nt differences observed between these? two
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lighting arrangements in crampedness evaluations. This 
finding could be interpreted to mean that measurements on 
visual impressions in terms of crampedness evaluations and 
measurements of illumination levels of different lighting 
arrangements may not give the same result.
It could be concluded that when comparing spaciousness and 
crampedness evaluations, it seems that crampedness 
evaluations are to be regarded as more powerful and 
expressive tools in evaluations a room's spaciousness \ 
crampeciness in terms of the three different lighting 
arrangements. This can also be explained as followss the 
diff€?rences between the three lighting arrangements can be 
evaluated and measured more effectively by the means of 
crampedness evaluations rather than spaciousness 
evaluations.
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Contributions to the understanding of man-environment 
relationships have incre£ised rapidly in recent years. The 
actual and potential importance of this type of research 
should be found evident in such values as environmental 
qualities, person-·· based variables and behavioral outcomes. 
Neverthelcjss, work in this field has not attained its full 
potential through definitions, objectives and mechanisms 
for applying rc^search results •to the needs of 
€?nvironmenta 1 planning and decision making. Thus, studies 
in tItis f ie 1 d requ i re a more systematically organised an d 
t h e o I'· e t i c a 1 b a s e.
Research in man-environment relationship mainly 
concentrates on one particular parameter of human 
response; environmental preference, environmental 
judgment, environmen tctl behavior. Unfortunately, little 
effort has been made in studying and etiploring the 
connections between them. Thus this thesis has attempted 
to explore , theoretically, the relevance between various 
person-based vatriables and interior spaces, particular ly, 
in terms of perception-evaluation processes and 
spaciousness, which refers to functional, aesthetic and 
psychological aspects of interior spaices.
5. CONCLUSION
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Many researchers have directly or indirectly studied the 
effects of various architectural variables on spaciousness 
assessments. A general statement can be made to the effect 
that architectural variables affect both visual and 
subjective impressions of interior spaces. This 
perception may be studied by one particular evaluative 
factors the spatial enclosedness factor iMhich is closely 
related to spaciousness. Other factors such as 
pleasantness evaluations, social evaluations, factors of 
comploKity and unity may be regarded as means which 
effect the outcome of eKperimental studies related to 
spaciousness.
What has been discussed theoretically in man-environment-- 
behavior rcalationship should be supported visually on a 
particular 'factor structure. In this light, another 
contribution of this thesis has been to clarify the 
general notion that discrete manipulations of 
architectural spaces through variations in architectural 
variables cause differences in the subjective ratings of 
these spaces by individuals.
F"’re?vious studies have concern t rated especially on the 
effects of five major architectural variables, namely, 
room geomertry, color, lighting, window and furniture on 
perception and evaluation of spaciousness. The results 
of these studies show the following:
a» Various features of room geometry such as vertical 
elements, size and shape, room proportions (height/depth 
ratio) affect the openness-closedness of the room itself.
b. Variations in the color variables hue, chroma and value 
have been found to affect the perceived volume of 
in teriors. «
c. Three lighting arrangements, such as peripheral, 
d o w n1i g h t i n g an d c om b i n a t i pn 1i g h t i n g systems a f f ec t 
s p a c i. o u s n e s s .
d. The size and shape of windows on the vertical surfaces 
affect the percc-’ived spaciousness of interiors.
e. Orderiihess of the furniture and other items items in a 
room affect its spaciousness.
Two of these general findings have been supported 
eKperimentally in this thesis within context of the two 
case studies. The first study investigated the 
relationship between the effects of three different 
furniture organizations on the spaciousness assessments. 
It was found that organization of furniture in the room 
affected its perception and evaluation in terms of 
spaciousness. Furthermore, spaciousness varied as a 
function of the three different room organizations. The
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second study investigated the effects of differences 
betwe?en thre3e types of lighting arrangements on the 
assessment of intc-?rior spaces. It was found that 
in general, perception c\nd evaluation of crampedness 
varied as a function of different lighting arrangements. 
Nevertheless this finding could not be said for
s p a c i o u 3 n ess.
□n the basis of the results obtained throughout the two 
case studies it can fje said that when an interior becomes 
more disorganized it is perceived as being smaller, more 
cramped and cluttered as well as poorly planned and 
failing to satisfy the functional requirement; in addition 
to these ,i. t 1 ool<s unappea 1 ing . This co(nmon conc 1 usion 
c o n firms a s t a t e m e n t t hats
...every interior must at least score low 
on cramp6?dness scale (not cramped); the 
f a i 1u re o f t his c on d i t i on mean s t he 
failure of proper functioning of the 
space. On the other hand, high values on 
the spaciousness scale means that the 
particular interior not only fits 
functional and physical requirements, but 
also gives some emotional satisfaction or 
cam f or t to the occupan ts. (Imamog1u ,
1986, p.132)
With regard to the modifications in the room studied, 
whereas significant differences were observed in the 
assessment of spaciousness, there were not any changes 
observed in the attitudes of the individuals towards the
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roomM Thus, perception and evaluation of interiors in 
terms of spaciousness is found to .be directly related to 
the process of interaction between man and interior spaces 
(with various architectural variables), whereas it is 
found to be related indirectly with the process between 
interior spaces and behavioral outcomes. This could be the 
reason why throughout the study, immediate impressions 
were observed in a very limited time interval rather than 
a vast period of time. The study was designed to aim at 
obs€3rving immediate visual impressions rather than 
a f f e c t i n g c e i" t a i n ta e h a v i o r types.
One potential pitfall pointed out by experiments in this 
thesis lies in studying lighting as an isolated variable. 
It should be noted, for example, that for an interior in 
which color is used more actively than the interior in our 
studies, light caxn never be studied alone without 
considering its relationship to color. It is well known 
that color and light have a mutual relationship each 
affecting the other. A general statement can be drawn out 
of this is that light can neve?r be effective on measuring 
spaciousness without consideration of other architectural 
variab1es.
One extension of the results of this experiment show that 
illumination values obtained at working plane level 
should be regarded as one of the important factors which
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have·’ an e f f e c t  an the-? pererepticjn an ci e v a lu a t io n  o f
in t e r i c ï r  sp aces . Fo r  f u r t h e r  s t u d ie s ,  in  which the  
i  1 luminatican l e v e ls  cou ld  be kept cronstant f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
l i g h t in g  arrangem ents by a lte?r ing  the? i l l u m in a t io n  thre?ugh 
the use o f  a dimme?r, the e?ffects  o f  d i f f e r e n c e s  in
l i g h t in g  arrangem ents on p e rc e p t io n  and e v a lu a t io n  o f
.spac:icDUsne?Bs / crampedne-îss may lead tc? a more r e l i a b l e  
cone 1 u s io n .
The? scrape, thus the v a l i d i t y  o f  t h i s  s tu d y  has been 
l im i t e d  by the aertui?! c: ire: urns tan c: es in  whicrh the  
e?xpe?rime?nts took placre. I t  shc?uld be noted th a t  s t u d ie s  
fexcused c?nly on the case  c?f a s in g le  room.
Anc:)ther l im i t a t i o n s  o f  these  s t u d ie s  i s  e x p la in e d  by the  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  the method and s c a le  used in  the  
e xp er im eh ti The s t u d ie s  which have prc?v iously  used the s-· 
c:-"S s c a le  have im p lie d  th a t :
...spaciousness is a powerful and 
reliable construct bringing together 
impc?rtant aspects c?f an interior 
space... In either words, spaciousness 
judgments of interiors take into account 
not only the affc?ctive aspects but also 
their intricate functiona\l sides. 
Hesnere, the spate ic'jusness scale can be 
considered a general evaluation scale for 
interior spaces. (Imamcjglu, 1986, p.l3"6).
In the final analysis, this thesis may be interpreted as 
ain exploratic?n of impc?rtance as well as the validity of 
the Враг:iousness-Crampedness scale.
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A.l. Instruction Sheet
The studies conducted in the thesis were introduced to the 
subjects by the instruction sheet vjhich was prepared by 
Imamog1u g i ven be1ow:
The purpose of this study is to understand how people 
perceive and evaluate ceratin interiors. You will be shown 
a particular interior (the coffee room) and will be asked 
to judge it in terms of some bipolar adjective pairs.
Please indicate your judgement of the interior on each of 
the adjective pairs using 7--point scale. Here is how you 
are to use the scales:
If you feel that the interior you see is very closely 
related to one end of the scale, tou should tick as 
follows:
APPENDIX A
beautiful — : —  : —  : —  -y._ ugly
beaut.i fu .1 —  s : * ~ m n % ugly
If you feel that the interior is quite closely related to
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o n 0 D r O t h 0 K" 0 n cJ a f t h 0 «s c a 10 ( b ıx t n o t 0 x t r" 0 m 0 1 y ) ^ y o u
«ü I ·) o u 1 d t. i c I a  s f o 11 o w s s
beauti fu1  s · v'.
beauti fu1 —  s ; —  s
ugly
ugly
If the interior seems only slightly related to one or the 
other side (but is not really neutral), then you should 
tick as follows!
beautiful
beautiful
ug 1 y 
ugly
The direction toward which you tick, ofcourse, depends 
upon which of the tv-go ends of the scale seem most 
characteristic of the interior you are judging
If you consider the? interior to be neutral on the scale, 
or if the sscale is completely irrelevant to the interior 
you see, then tou should tick the line in the middle.
Tick only one line on each bipolar adjective.
Be sure to tick every adjective pair.
Make a’ separate and independent judgement for each 
adjective pair,
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Do not worry or puzzle over individual adjective pairs. It 
is your immediate feelings about the interior that I want.
Bipoliir c^djevtive pairs are as follows:
IJ n c; o o r d i n a t e d 
Comfortable
T i n y 
Restful 
Sma 1 r 
Well planned 
Closed 
Repel ling 
f"’oorly scaled 
W i d e 
Un1ivable 
Roomy 
Crowded 
Inadequate size 
Fu 11 
Uncluttered 
Well organized 
P o o r 1 y b a 1 a n c e d 
Restricted space
Coordinated
. Uncomfortable
--- Huge 
-- Disturbing 
. Large
—  Poorly planned
—  Open
—  Inviting
·— Well scaled
—  Marrow 
-- Livable
—  Cramped
—  Uncrowded
—  Adequate size 
. Empty
Cluttered
—  Poorly orgcunized 
-- Wc-’ll balanced
— Free space
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A.2. Related Adjective Pairs for Three Spaciousness and Four 
Crampedness
Tht3 Spaciousness-Crampedness Scale consists of 19
adjective pairs. Tciken seperately, the three spaciousness 
factors are consisted of 17 items while the four 
cramped ness factors are consisted of 15 items; 13i items 
3are common to both scades. (Imamoglu, 1986).
The 19 adjective pai.irs given below can be regarded as 
workable and meaningful lexicon of architectural
descriptors, a vocabularly which includes terms that are 
relevant and appropriate to describe axrc hi tec tura 1 spaces. 
(Kasmar, 1970).
l.For spaiciousness factors a
Factor 1. APPEAL
Rep)elling “ 
U n c o m f o r t a b 1 e -- 
Disturbing “· 
Un livable --
Inviting
Comfortable
Restful
Livable
Factor 2. PLANNING
Poorly organized - Well organized 
Poorly scales -· Well scaled
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F Q o V-1 y b a 1 a n c: e cj -·* W 0 11 hD a 1 a n c e d 
U n c: o c;) 1- d i. n a 10 d ··- C o a r c;l .1 n a t e d 
I··’ o o y- .1 y (;:) 1 a n n 0 d - W 0 1 1 1:) 1 a n n e d
Factor 3. SPACE FREEDOM
Gramped 
"i‘ .1 n y  
Sma 1.1
R 0 s i: I“· .1. c. 10 d b c) a c 0  
G1 uttered 
Growded 
G1osed 
Marrow
Roomv'
Hueje
Large?
F r e e  s p a c e  
Line 1 Littc-? red 
Line:: r o w d e d  
□ pen 
W i d e?
For crampedness factors:
Factor 1. PLANNING
Poe?rly planne^ cJ 
F·’ o o r 1 y o r g a n i. z 0 d 
U n c o o r · d i n a t e cJ 
F·' D c:) r 1 y b a 1 a n c 0 d
W0 1 1 pi xanned 
W0 I1 organized 
Goordinated 
We?l 1 balanced
Factor 2. PHYSICAL SIZE
Sma11 Large
Tin>' Huge
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larrow “· Wide
Factor 3. CLUTTEREDNESS
F l i  1 I  
Growded 
C 1 L i  t  t e r e d  
G r a m p e d  
I  n  a  cJ 0 q I ,.i a t e  s i z e
E m  p  t y  
L i n c r o w d e d  
L i n e :  1 L i t  t e r e d  
F < D o m y
A d e q u a t e  s i z e
Factor 4. APPEAL
U  n  c  c:) m f  o r  t  a  b  1 e  - C o  m  f  o  r  i :  a b l e  
U  n  ]. X V a  b 1 e  - ·  L .  i .  v  a  b  !l. e  
D  .1 iiii 1:  i.i I'" b  i  n g  -  F< e  lis (: f  u  1
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B.l. Table .19 For each subject, meaxn scores of the 
adjective pairs of the three spaciousness Fi, F2, F3 for 
furniture organisation.
A P P E N D I X  B
» of
subjects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 3.50 2.25 5.25
s2 4.25 1.50 2.75
s3 4.00 2.50 4.25
s4 1.25 1.00 2.25
s5 3.25 3.00 4.25
s6 ■ 5.00 3.25 2.25
si 5.00 4.00 2.25
s8 3.00 2.00 1.00
s9 3.50 3.50 4.25
slO 2.00 2.00 1.00
sll ■· 1.· .■ 3.75 1.00 1.00
si 2 3.75 2.50 2.00
sl3 2.75 3.00 2.25
sl4 4.75 2.50 1.75
sl5 4.00 2.25 3.00
sl6 5.50 1.50 1.75
sl7 2.50 2.00 2.50
sl8 3.75 3.50 1.25
Fl: Appeal
Repelling-Inviting 
Disturbing-Rest ru ll 
Uncomfortable-Comfortable 
Unlivable-Livable
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# of
subj ects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
sl 3.40 , 2.40 3.20
s2 4.20 1.40 3.20
s3 4.40 3.80 2.80
s4 3.00 1.00 4.40
s5 1.60 2.60 4.20
s6 3.60 2.00 1.80
sl 5.60 3.00 1.60
s8 3.20 1.80 1.00
s9 3.80 2.60 3.80
slO 2.40 1.80 1.00
sll 5.00 1.00 1.00
sl2 3.80 2.20 1.20
sl3„ 2.60 2.80 3.00
sl4 4.00 2.20 2.40
sl5 3.20 2.00 3.60
sl6 4.60 1.00 1.00
sl7 2.20 1.80 2.80
sl8 3.40 3.00 1.20
F2: Planning
Poorly organized-¥ell organized 
Poorly scaled-¥ell scaled 
Poorly balanced-¥ell balanced 
Uncoordinated-Coordinated 
Poorly planned-¥ell planned
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If of
subjects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 5.00 2.'8 8 3.25
s2 3.88 2.00 3.37
s3 4.25 3.63 2.12
s4 3.63 2.37 2.75
s5 4.38 3.37 1.37
s6 5.63 3.50 1.62
s7 5.38 3.50 1.87
s8 4.13 3.50 2.87
s9 5.50 4.00 3.00
1 slO 4.13 2.12 1.12
sll 4.50 1.25 2.25
sl2 4.25 2.38 1.75
sl3 5.00 3.75 2.62
sl4 5.00 2.37 1.25
sl5- .· ·. 5.00 2.87 3.12
sl6
r
5.38 2.60 2.25
Sl7 3.88 2.25 3.12
sl8 4.00 2.37 1.87
F3: Space freedom
Small-Large
Crowded-Uncrowded
Cramped-Roomy
Tiny-Huge
Closed-Open
Restricted space-Free space 
Cluttered-Uncluttered 
Narrow-¥ide
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B.3. Table 20 F"or each subject, mean scores of the 
adjective pairs of the four carmpedness factors FI, F"2, 
F3, F'4 for furniture organisation.
# of
subj ects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 4.25 5.50 4.50
s2 3.75 6.75 5.00
s3 3.25 4.25 5.00
s4 5.00 7.00 4.25
s5 6.25 5.75 4.25
s6 4.75 6.00 6.25
s7 2.50 5.25 6.75
s8 4.75 6.25 7.00
s9 4.50 5.75 4.00
slO 6.00 6.00 7.00
sll 3.25 7.00 7.00
sl2 4.00 6.25 7.00
sl3 5.50 5.25 5.00
sl4 4.50 6.75 6.75
! sl5 4.75 5.75 4.50
sl6 3.50 7.00 7.00
sl7 5.75 6.50 5.50
sl8 4.75 5.25 7.00
FI: Planning
Poorly planned-¥ell planned 
Poorly organized-¥ell organized 
Uncoordinated-Coordinated 
Poorly balanced-¥ell balanced
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# or
subjects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 3.00 4.00 3.33
s2 4.33 5.00 4.33
s3 4.00 4.00 5.33
s4 3.67 3.33 6.67
s5 4.00 3.67 6.00
s6 2.33 4.33 5.67
s7 3.67 4.33 5.67
s8 4.00 4.00 4.00
s9 2.67 3.33 4.33
slO 4.33 5.33 6.67
sll 3.00 6.67 4.67
sl2 >.■ . 4.00 5.00 5.67
Sl3 3.00 3.33 5.33
sl4 3.67 5.00 6.33
sl5 4.00 4.00 4.00
sl6 3.33 4.67 5.33
sl7 4.00 5.33 4.67
sl8 4.00 5.00 6.00
F2: Physical size
Small-Large
Tiny-Huge
Narrow-Wide
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# of
subjects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 4.40 5.80 6.20
s2 4.40 6 - 60 5.20
s3 4.00 4.80 6.00
s4 5.60 6.40 6.40
s5 4.60 5.80 7.00
s6 2 - 60 5.40 7.00
s7 ■ 2.00 4.60 6. 50
s8 3.80 4.20 5.40
s9 2.80 4.40 5 - 69
slO 4.00 5.80 7.00
sll 2.60 7.00 7.00
sl2 3.20 6.00 6.20
sl3' ' · 2.80 5.00 5.40
sl4 2.60 6.00 7.00
sl5 2.20 5.40 5.20
sl6 2.60 6.40 6.00
sl7 4.20 5.60 4.80
sl8 4.00 5.60 6.20
F3: Clutteredness
Full-Empty 
Crowded-Uncrovrded 
Cluttered-Roomy 
Inadequate size-Adequate size
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# of
subj ects
Organized Disorganized Very
Disorganized
si 4 .67 5.67 3.00
s2 3.67 6.33 5.00
s3 4.00 5.67 3.33
s4 7.00 7.00 5.00
s5 5.00 5.33 3.33
s6 3.00 5.00 5.67
s7 2.67 4.00 6.00
s8 5.00 6. 00 7.00
s9 4.67 5.00 4.00
slO 6.33 6.00 7.00
sll 4.33 7.00 7.00
sl2 4.00 5.33 5.67
sl3 5.00 5.00 5.67
sl4 3.33 5.67 6. 33
sl5 4.00 6.00 5.00
sl6 2.67 6.33 6.33
sl7 5.00 6.00 5.67
sl8 4.33 4.67 6.67
F4: Appeal
Uncortif or table-Comfortable 
Unlivable-Livable 
Disturbing-Restfull
.1,40
6 - 00-
5,00·
0•H•4-'
5lir-MrD>
U J
in
in
ai
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Gnj 4 - OU ■ L- 
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6,12 Clutteredness
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Org Disorg Very disorg
Room Org
B.4. Fi gure 32 Mean ecares for the c rampedness F1,F2, F3, 
F4 of the organised, disorganised a\nd very disorganised
room'
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B.5. Table 2.1 for c-’ach sub.ject|, (nf?an scores of the 
tuJjective pairs of three spaciousness factors FI, F2, F3,
f o r- 1 i g h t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t s .
# of
subj pets
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
si 5.75 2.00 3.50
s2 6.25 3.00 5.25
s3 6.00 5.75 4.25
s4 2.00 2.50 5.00
s5 5.75 4.50 4.00
s6 4.25 1.75 3.50
si 3.75 2.75 5.25
s8 5.25 3.25 4.50
s9 4.00 3.00 5.25
slO 3.25 4.25 3.00
sll 5.00 5.25 3.25
sl2 7.00 4.50 5.50
sl3 5.00 3.50 4.50
sl4 6.25 5.00 6.25
sl5 1.50 6.25 4.25
sl6 5.50 4.50 5.75
sl7 6.00 3.00 6.00
Fl: Appeal
Repelling-Inviting 
Disturbing-Restfull 
Uncomf ortable-Coinf ortable 
Unlivable-Livable
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# of
subj ects
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
si 4.60 3.20 4.20
s2 5.20 3.20 5.20
s'3 5.80 5.80 4.20
s4 3.40 4.60 4.80
s5 4.40 4.20 3.80
s6 2.67 4.00 4.20
s7 3.40 2.40 5.20
s8 2.80 3.60 3.80
s9 2.40 3.40 3.60
slO 2.40 3.00 2.60
sll 4.60 5.20 3.80
sl2. 5.80 4.60 4.80
sl3 4.20 3.60 4". 00
sl4 5.20 5.20 6.20
sl5 2.00 5.60 3.80
sl6 5.20 3.80 5.20
sl7 4.20 2.40 5.80
F2: Planning
Poorly organized--¥0 ll organized 
Poorly scaled-Well scaled 
Poorly balanced-well balanced 
Uncoordinated-Coordinated 
Poorly planned-well planned
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# of
subjects
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Dovin 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
sl 3.25 5.00 5.63
s2 4.63 3.13 4.13
S3 4.38 4.50 4.00
s4 3.25 4.75 4.50
s5 4.38 4.63 4.50
s6 3.25 3.00 4.63
s7 4.00 3.25 3.50
58 2.88 3.63 3.88
s9 4.88 2.50 5.00
slO 3.13 3.63 3.13
sll 4.63 3.25 4.63
sl2 5.88 4.50 5.13
sl3 4.38 3.50 3.75
s 14 ■· ■ · ■ 5.75 5.00 6.25
sl5 4.13 4.88 4.38
sl6 5.00 3.63 5.13
sl7 5.13 2.75 6.00
F3: Space freedom
Small-Large 
Crowded-Uncrowded 
Cramped-Roomy 
Tiny-Huge 
Closed-Open
Restricted space-Free space 
Cluttered-Uncluttered 
Narrow-Wide
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B.7. T a b l e  2 2  F o r  e a c h  s u b j e c t ,  m e a n  s c o r e s  of the 
a d j e c t i v e  p a i r s  of f o u r  c r a m p e d n e s s  f a c t o r s  FI, F2, F 3 , F4  
f o r 1 i g h t i n g a r r a n g e m e n t s .
# of
subj ects
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
si 2.75 4.75 3.50
s2 2.75 4.75 3.00
s3 2.00 2.25 3.75
4.50 3.75 3.50
s5 4.00 3.75 4.25
s6 5.00 3.75 3.75
s7 4.50 5.50 2.75
s8 5.25 4.50 4.00
s9 5.75 4.50 4.00
slO 4.75 5.00 5.50
sll'· ■ 3.25 2.75 4.00
sl2 2.00 3.50 3.25
sl3 3.25 4.25 3.75
sl4 2.75 2.75 1.75 ·
sl5 6.25 2.25 4.25
sl6 2.75 4.25 2.75
sl7 3.00 5.75 2.25
FI: Planning
Poorly planned-¥ell planned 
Poorly organi:^ed-¥ell organized 
Uncoordinated-Coordinated 
Poorly balanced-¥ell balanced
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¥ of
subj ects
Peripheral 
Lighti ng
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
sl 4.67 3.33 2.67
s2 3.00 3.00 2.67
s3 4.00 3.33 3.67
s4 4.33 3.33 3.33
s5 • 3.67 4.00 3.00
s6 4.33 4.67 3.67
sl 3.00 5.20 3.00
S8 4.33 4.33 4.00
s9 1.67 6.00 2.67
slO 3.67 4.33 4.33
sl.l 3.33 4.00 3.67
sl2 1.67 3.33 3.00
sl3 4.00 4.67 4.67
sl4 2.67 2.33 1.67
sl5 2.00 4.00 2.67
sl6 2.67 3.67 2.67
sl7 2.67 5.00 2.33
F2: Physical size
Small-Large 
Tiny-Huge 
Narrow-Wide
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# ojf
subj ects
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
si 3.80 2.80 2.00
s2 3.60 4.40 3.40
s3 3.20 3.00 4.20
s4 4 .60 2.60 4.20
s5 3.60 3.60 3.60
s6 4 .80 4.80 3.60
s7 3.80 5.00 3.00
s8 4.33 4.40 4.00
s9 3.80 4.80 3.60
slO 5.60 4.60 4.80
sll 3.40 4.40 3.80
sl2‘ ■ 3.40 3.60 2.80
sl3 3.20 4.80 4.40
514 3.00 2.60 2.00
sl5 5.20 3.40 4.60
sl6 3.80 5.00 3.20
sl7 2.40 5.20 2.20
F3: Clutteredness
Full-Empty 
Cr oi*rd e d - U n crowd e d 
Glut tered-Roomy 
Inadequate size-Adequate size
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# of
subj ects
Peripheral
Lighting
Overhead Down 
Lighting
Combination
Lighting
si 2.00 6.00 4.33
s2 1.67 5.00 2.67
S3 2.00 2.33 4.00
s4 6.00 5.67 3.00
s5 2.33 3.33 3.67
s6 4.00 6. 33 4.33
s7 4.33 5.33 3.00
s8 2.67 4.67 3.33
s9 4.00 4.67 2.67
slO 5.00 4.00 5.00
sll 3.00 2.67 4.67
sl2 1.00 3.33 2.33
sl3 2.67 ■ 5.00 3.67
sl4 2.67 3.00 1.67
sl5 7.00 1.33 3.67
sl6 2.33 3.67 2.33
sl7 2.00 5.00 3.33
F4: Appeal
Uncomfortable-Comfortable 
Unlivable-Livable 
Di s t Li rbi n g - R.e s tf u 11
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